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By Gina Dang 

cultural confetti 
 
nature 

plastic on pathways under pattering feet 

decorating the sidewalks of yesterday; 

pressing on the breeze, a pretty sight to behold 

synchronised synthetic dancing on the road,  

twisting and coiling and teasing  

where once nature roamed now plastic reigns. 

 
identity 

a face upon a face 

 

to face the day we need a face 

but not just any face 

we need a particular face 

to face a particular day 

a face to face the day 

that we must face 

as without a face 

we cannot bare to face 

the facts that we need a face 

upon our face to face the day 

that the day can only be faced 

with a face upon our face 

 
relationships 

envy 

is a modern sin 

in a world of excess 

do you admit to envy? 

you smile 

through gritted teeth 

do you admit to envy? 

you linger 

in strained silence 

do you admit to envy? 

you exclaim in high sing-song tones 

of course not 
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subtext 

how are you? 

(i don’t really care) 

you look great! 

(just trying to be nice here) 

how’s the weather? 

(like i said before, i don’t really care) 

today looks like a great day 

(another bland day in a generally bland life) 

that’s interesting 

(i can’t think of anything better to say) 

i love life in the city 

(smog, crowds, pollution, garbage, it’s the love of my life) 

me too! 

(was that a joke? oh well i’ll just smile anyway) 

nice to see you again 

(hah, not really) 

yeah, i missed seeing you too 

(can i get any lamer?) 

i have to go, bye! 

(finally) 

 
 
By Claire Cherrington 
 

FRIENDSHIP 
 

Friendship, 
  the meaning of which I do not know 
Friendship, 
  its beginning and end I do not know 
 
Its boundaries, its reaches are foreign to me, 
Its languages, its people are all foreign to me. 
 
Despite its depth and its mysteries, 
 
I have searched high and low for friendship… 
Meaningful to me, something I believe in and know 
 
Found it I have not yet 
Its meaning though in my mind, set. 
 
This eternal search will end when I’ve forgotten 
And once forgotten will return to… 
Friendship, 
The meaning of which I’m supposedly never meant to know 
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presence 
 
What you were once 
 I am now, 
As time goes by, 
 you become nothing 
And as time goes by 
 I become everything 
What you were once 
 I am now, 
And forever it shall last 
 this very how. 
In my lifetime at least, 
 I know. 
 
 
 
 
By Enoch Lau 
 

The soft wind, tossing and turning, 
Flows through our hair, 

Sliding past our outstretched hands 
As we stand at the crossroads of change. 

 
We hold dearly onto those fragments of memory 

That will forever bind us–– 
We came as strangers, yet 

We leave as friends. 
 

Despite the turbulences of this time, 
The whirlpools, and the eddies of instability, 

This is a time to set ourselves free, 
A chance to uncover our eyes and see. 

 
No matter where the tides of time will sweep us, 

To the depths of misery 
Or to the peaks of triumph, 
We will always be together. 
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Hypertext by Minbo Wang 

 
genesis 

 
In the beginning, there was nothing. 

 
Then came the Creator. He was dying for a 

cup of coffee. Unfortunately, being the highly trained 
result of a college education, he had no actual idea 
how coffee was made. He eventually deduced that: 
(nothing + nothing)/nothing % nothing = not coffee. 
After some thought, the Creator muttered: “Ah, to 
hell with it.” He reached forth and shaped from 
nothingness a small greenish blue planet. This, 
physicists argue, is impossible, as natural law states 
that you cannot create something out of nothing. 
Fortunately, one of the perks of being omnipotent is 
that you donʹt have to worry too much about the 
opinion of physicists.  
 

The planet was small and greenish blue. 
Why it was thus was entirely a result of artistic taste, 
which considering how things turned out, suggests 
that the Creator should have hired a more talented landscape designer. The actual creation of the planet 
took exactly seven days. This is unfortunate, because in those dark days of labour exploitation, the Creator 
was unlikely to have been paid overtime for working on weekends.  
 

The Creator wanted to name his world: “The place that will grow coffee by employing local, 
starving, children on a millionth of minimum wage working in inhuman conditions so that some fat, lazy 
CEO somewhere can pick up a 30 million dollar cheque when he retires leaving a bankrupt company.” 
Unfortunately, a competitor had already copyrighted this name. Searching for synonyms proved fruitless as 
all similar names had likewise been patented and were in use. In the end the poor little planet was dubbed 
ʺEaRTh ʺ, which while lacking originality was definitely easier to remember. In an already information‐
overladen society, this was definitely a plus. 
 

The natural evolution of EaRTh was both slow and painstaking and after a few billion years of 
watching bacteria multiply, the Creator became the first being in existence to expire from sheer boredom. 
Although all the appropriate forms were filled and a memo was sent to the Celestial bureaucracy, it was not 
until a few hundred millions years later that a replacement arrived on the scene.  
 
EaRTh is strictly an imaginary creation. Any resemblance to Earth is strictly coincidental. 
 
 
 
the past...  
 

In the mid 21st century, due to extended commitments overseas and in its own borders trying to 
stamp out terrorism, the USA economy goes into recession. The USA “brute force” international foreign 
policies incite further racial hatred leading to increase terrorist attacks forcing it to commit more and more 
resources that it can ill spare. This led to the eventual decline of the US as a superpower. 
 

Something had to fill the gap left by this superpower. Late in the 21st Century and early in the 22nd, 
Multi‐national companies became more and more influential eventually taking over many minor countries, 
turning them into puppet states. With virtual dominance of the world economy, and the addition of political 
power, corporations became more and more powerful.  
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In the mid 22nd Century, the world sees its first overt corporate war, as Microsoft and the IBM 
Corporation take each other on over building rights in Eastern Europe. The war quickly gets out of hand, 
ending almost in complete mutually assured destruction when the corporate powers somehow obtained 
their own private arsenal of nuclear weapons. This day heralds the entry of the worldʹs new superpowers, 
the mega corporations. The United Corporate Security Council is formed to help prevent future corpwars.  
 

Unfortunately in the early 23rd Century a conflict between two major mega‐corps spill out into the 
rest of the world. Nuclear and biological weapons are used. The loss of human life is incalculable. The 
United Corporate Security Council is given new powers to deal with ʺrogue corps.ʺ It sets up a Special 
Resource Group to investigate and if necessary implement a ʺsolution.ʺ By now governments have long 
since lost any control, democracy is a thing of the past, the mega‐corps are the rulers in everything but name.  
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awards 
> as voted by year 12 2003 
 
 
 
Most Generic Asian William Wong 

Most Generic Skip Cal/Jess McGuirk 

Biggest FOB Haisong Lu 

Biggest Jock William Hey-Cunningham 

Biggest Nerd Enoch Lau 

Most Crazy/Insane Simon Chen 

Most likely to appear on Jerry Springer Alex Speirs 

Biggest Clown Zane Ma 

Alex Speirs Award for Biggest Head Alex Speirs 

Chris Wood Award for Tardiness Simon Johnson 

Most likely to hook up in 10 years Fabio Lombardini and Anna Lucewicz 

Fabio Lombardini Award for Body Hair Varun Sahni 

Most likely to be successful in the future Angela Wen 

Most kids in the future Christina Lam and Sunny Li 

Bill Gates Award for Exorbitant Amounts of Money David Schavarien 

Fordham Award for First to go on the Dole Rabbi Ahmed 

Most likely to be arrested for bestiality Simon Chen 

The Award for Consistent Cheating Simon Sheikh 

The Biggest Chin Award Steven Quinn 

The Richard Kennedy award for repeating what the teacher says Priyanka Rao 

Wannabe Homie Award Devesh Sharma 

Hung Hing Hardkent Award Henry Yoo 

The Milton Chia Award for Wearing of School Blazer Christina Lam 

Mr Congeniality Gary Chen 

Most non-discriminatory, friendly person Aliya Alladin 

Biggest Pretty Boy Peter Callender 

Most likely to save the world Vesna Trobec 

Most likely never to be admitted to a casino George Hu 

Scrooge McDuck Award for Cheapness Jensyn Luc 

Most likely to spontaneously combust Anna Lucewicz 

Most all-round Asian Eileen Xie 

Telstra Award for Biggest Mobile Phone Bill David Kwok 
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Where will we be when we’re 25? 
 

Rabbi Ahmed will be a protégé of Bin Ladin 

Jennifer Ahn will be a housewife 

Aliya Alladin will be smiling 

Amy Bao will still be searching 

Robert Bautista will be growing up 

Jessica Brooks will win the World Fencing Champion title record 

number of times 

Peter Callender will be a CK model 

Jason Chan will marry Mrs Potato Head 

Gary Chen will own a Japanese anime store 

Simon Chen will be starring in a low quality SBS telefilm 

Claire Cherrington will be designing deserts at Sara Lee 

Eric Cheung will be trying to learn Chinese 

Ruby Chiu will still be staying up until 3am, but now to play mah-

jong 

Jenny Choi will be a KFC manager 

Teresa Choi will be on the net trying to pick up guys 

Meltem Comertpay will be chasing her children with wooden 

spoons 

Gina Dang will be a sorceress 

Joven Demonteverde will be a poker champion 

Andrew Diong will be in a zoo (monkey) 

Daniela Forinash will be living in her car, that's parked in the zoo 

Jacob Fry will be starting his own religious cult 

Johnson Gao will be winning the 100 metres at the Olympics 

Vita Gray will still be a superficial bimbo 

Xiao Gui will be laughing for no apparent reason 

Kevin Ha will own a kebab shop in Auburn 

Qiao Nan Han will be playing “Magic” at an international 

tournament 

Martin Hartley will be Captain of HMAS Hartley 

Meg He will have her fiftieth boyfriend 

Jeremy Ho will be running a sophisticated drug smuggling 

operation 

Greg Howe will be stuck in a well 

George Hu will be disappointed over his Trial Chemistry marks / 

will be older 

Feng Huang will be working in a shifty business 

Claudia Husin will smile for the first time 

David Jiang will be teaching Economics at Fort Street 
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Simon Johnson will be late 

Shaw Kamada-Laws will be a drummer in a Japanese punk band 

Ara Ko will be working with the fashion media 

Boris Kresic will be starring in Lebanese SBS specials 

Shruti Kulhalli will be promoting Colgate’s “Pearly Whites” 

David Kwok will be in jail for fraud 

Geoff Lai will be a male gigolo 

Christina Lam will be married to Sunny 

Enoch Lau will be looking for a date / will still be dreaming 

Lilian Lau will be a designer 

Daniel Lavelle will be sitting on a bus flicking snot 

Melissa Lee will be a rich housewife 

Chris Li will be working at Toys R Us 

Sha Li will be bargaining her way through life 

Sunny Li will be married to Christina 

Shinuo Liu will be running a gas power plant 

Haisong Lu will be selling fish at Paddy’s Markets 

Peter Luan will be scabbing food 

Jensyn Luc will be finding freebies on the net 

Anna Lucewicz will be a woman crushing big business 

Zane Ma will be in prison for indecent acts 

Brendan Markey will be regularly using his shaver 

Jack Marshall will be world ruler 

Jess Mcguirk will have his hand in the free-money box 

Aniket Mulherkar will be famous for “ket bitter” 

Holing Ngai will be having a crush on her boss 

Katherine Ngo will be at a secret mountain base stroking a cat and 

cackling 

An Nguyen will be six feet under 

Haily Nguyen will be in prison for making illegal copies of unreleased 

DVDs 

Kathy Nguyen will be World Record Holder for longest non-stop talking: 

25 years, 3 months / will be running “Turtle Pharmacy” 

Peter Pan will be king pin of Kings Cross 

Margaret Park will be singing “Twinkle, twinkle, little star” to her 

kindergarten class 

Alexandra Parker will be in prison for assassinating a politician 

Michaela Pollock will be staging an armed robbery 

Ryan Reynolds will be hiding out in Mexico 

Varun Sahni will be planning his arranged marriage / will be locked in a 

zoo, mistaken for a rare gorilla 

David Schaverien will be co-author of Windows 2010, while rorting the 

tax system 
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Max Schollar-Root will be playing in the lead band “The Pashing 

Smumpkins” 

Kate Scott-Murphy will be a lawyer, drinking lots of coffee 

Devesh Sharma will be married, 12 kids, 1 dog 

Simon Sheikh will be repeating HSC after being caught cheating 

Alex Speirs will be at Otago finishing 10th year of Law/Medicine 

Viktor Tanevski will be hibernating 

Virginia Tang will be running a hair salon 

Michael Thorne will be world’s strongest man 

Vesna Trobec will be President of “Save the World” campaign 

Daniel Tse will be most cunning linguist ever 

Rakesh Tummala will be drunk 

Katharine Turner will be a door-knocking Mormon / will turn into 

a moose 

Luke Vu will be at the world series of poker 

Minbo Wang will be writing fantasy novels at his parent’s home 

Angela Wen will be a lawyer, drinking lots of coffee 

Michael Wong will still be extremely scared of the opposite sex / 

will be undergoing liposuction 

William Wong will be staring goggle-eyed at car show 

Jack Wu will be staring goggle-eyed at girls 

Henry Yoo will still be at Fort Street 

Michael Yu will be a protégé of Bin Ladin 

Johnny Zhang will be prancing in a mansion his mum bought for 

him 

Richard Zhang will be continually rejected by Singaporean chicks 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
f o r t  s t r e e t  h i g h  s c h o o l  y e a r  1 2  

personal profiles 
 
AHMED – DEMONTEVERDE 
14-25 
 
DIEC – HUANG 
26-37 
 
HUSIN – LI 
39-50 
 
LIM – PARAMATMUNI 
51-61 
 
PARK – TU 
62-71 
 
TUMMALA – ZOU 
72-83 
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Rabbi Ahmed 
Nicknames: FAZZ, BLACK CANNAVARO 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Speirs pulled my pants down, and 
Wister spread the word. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: CHILLIN WIT DA BOIZ' 
 
Famous for: KING TRUANT 
 
Myself in three words: Nigga' G Shiet 
 
Message, last words: Money over Bitches (MOB) 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Drug Lord / PIMP 
 
Favourite saying/quote: "get da muni and the puni" 
"get high as a NIGGA-pie" 

 
 
Jennifer Ahn 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aliya Alladin 
 
Nicknames: none that I know of 
 
Loves: Anime, most PC/console games, pizza, RnB music 
 
Hates: Maths, smoking, cynical people, overcast skies 
 
Famous for: Acting my shoe size rather than my age  
 
Myself in three words: gullible, forgetful and childish 
 
Message, last words: “Last words are for fools who haven't said 
enough.” - Karl Marx. But I don't agree with him so here goes: It 
feels just like yesterday or last week that we first came to Fort 
Street High School. We go out of that train station, cab, car, or 
whatever, we looked at the building and said, “Is that it?!” But 
although our first impression may not have been the best, this 
school has generally made a very lasting impression on us that I 
hope we all remember to some extent for the rest of our lives.  
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Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To be happy with whatever life 
puts my way. 
 
Favourite quote:  
“Watch your thoughts; they become words. 
Watch your words; they become actions. 
Watch your actions; they become habits. 
Watch your habits; they become character. 
Watch your character; it becomes your destiny.” 
     - Frank Outlaw  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Amy Bao 
 

Nicknames: A^rOr@, aB, @%-, *La@iz* 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Better forgotten!! Oh wells, can't 
remember anyway. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Yr. 7- class 7R- best memories 
ever!! Mindy+ Ruby+ me!! We had the best time ever ☺ 7R rulez 
(d). 
 
Famous for: being "tall", pianist 
 
Myself in three words: moody, helpful, laugh-a-lot 
 
Message, last words: Goodbye everyone-! Farewell and good luck!! 
For those who were there for me- thank-you! For those who were 
bitches, good riddance! 
 
Favourite saying/quote: "Sometimes not getting what you want is a 
stroke of luck." 
 

Well, I can't believe that 6 years have just flown by so quickly. Even at the beginning of this 
year, I was thinking how long we still have. But now… it's ended. Some of you might think 
"Yay!" some of you may be sad that you won't be seeing your friends everyday anymore. Well 
life goes on… I hope everyone will achieve what they hope to achieve and we'll see that we're 
not just another group of directionless adolescents at the reunion. Well, it's time to say 
goodbye. I've enjoyed the time I had. Thank-you everyone. It's been a hell of a 6 years! 

- AMy B 
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Patrick Batchelor 
 

 
 
 
Robert Bautista 
 

Nicknames: Bob, Bert, Village Monk, The Shrink, 
Lexicographer (internet) 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Screwing up Inspector 
Gadget in year eight 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Definitely the scenery from camps 
and stuff, like Tour and Sex Camp 2002 
 
Famous for: Short-circuiting the Kilgour building, Whacking Zane 
with a metal ruler all through Year 7, Aikido, carrying a shuriken 
at all times, eating roses on Valentines day. 
 
Myself in three words: Citius, Altius, FORTius OR big scary guy 
 
Message, last words: Remember to chase your dreams and live 
your passions! Though pecuniam non olet a life misdirected is a 
travesty. Don’t waste your pitiful existence! I hope you all end up 
doing what you love, even if you end up poor. Unless I hate you, 
in which case I hope I stab you in the eye with a lemon. Thanks 
for six freaky and outrageous years, I know I’ve learned a lot 
more about myself than I have about you, and frankly it’s 
probably more useful like this anyway. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: In 20 years I'll be 
Sydney's only psychiatric polyglot. It may take half my active 
lifetime, but I'm going to be the linguistic Victorinox Doctor! 
Hooray! 
 
Favourite quote: "I believe everybody in the world should have 
guns. Citizens should have bazookas and rocket launchers too. I 
believe that all citizens should have their weapons of choice. 
However, I also believe that only I should have the ammunition. 
Because frankly, I wouldn't trust the rest of the goobers with 
anything more dangerous than string."    
      - Scott Adams 
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Kavita Bedford 
 
Nicknames: Kavvy, Kavity, Badford 
 
Most embarrassing moment: In year eight when none of my friends 
would tell me what viagra was. We were walking past a chemist 
and I decided to ask the male pharmacist. He coughed pretty 
uncomfortably at my loud question, leaned over and told me "It 
was a man's drug." 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: It would have to be this year, 
lying on the sunny hill with friends and the music. 
 
Famous for: Coming in to class fifteen minutes late saying 'sorry, 
I'm, late" with a latte in my hand. 
 
Myself in three words: I NEED coffee 

 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To be a crackwhore in 
Michaela's brothel. 

 
 
 
Chiara Bianchino 
 

Nicknames: Chi, Chichi, Chikkie 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Falling down the stairs and landing in 
front of Ms. Moxham and Ms. Ross. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Relaxing on the field in the sun 
with everyone when we're usually jigging. 
 
Famous for: Being really indecisive. 
 
Myself in three words: Umm.. I dunno! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Visit the moon. 
 
Favourite saying/quote: "Variety is the spice of life." 

 
 

Jessica Brooks 
 

Nicknames: BROOKSY, li'l bear 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Involved me, a girl and a security 
guard & the Kilgour building… lets say no more. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: SRC Camp 2002 & of course CampJ 
 
Famous for: Fencing 
 
Myself in three words: hyper (active) poet 
 
Message, last words: Fort Street I ask you, can indifference be a 
virtue? 
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Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To make the Olympics, publish 
a book & win Tropfest. 
 
Favourite saying/quote: "Walt Whitman's brain weighed just 1 and 
quarter kilos, while Byron's brain weighed 2 and one-third kilos, 
almost twice as much. But does this mean that Byron was twice 
as good a poet as Whitman was? Of course not" - Philip Kerr 
 
 
 

 
 
Peter Callender 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
David Campbell     Jason Chan 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Garry Chang 
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Gary Chen 

 
 

Iwen Chen 
 

Nicknames: eeeeee…wen! E 
 
Most embarrassing moment: I must have been dacked once during 
high school… 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: I have lots but I suppose the one 
that stands out was all those times we were bored at lunch and 
did crazy shit 
 
Famous for: Being called Iwen! 
 
Myself in three words: I was chubby! 
 
Message, last words: I’d like to thank everybody for being great 
classmates and making our grade weird but cool. Wishing you all 
the best for the future. Hope to see most of you at the reunion 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Be successful and enjoy life 

 
 
Sam Su Chen   Simon Chen 
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Claire Cherrington 

 
 
Eric Cheung 

Nicknames: Ricky C 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Asking if there were any needles in the 
boys toilet in Yr 7 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: The 1st day of high school 
 
Famous for: Having a twin that everybody seems to have run into 
at least once in their life 
 
Myself in three words: Friendly, respected, easygoing 
 
Message, last words:  
When going out into the real world, remember these words from 
the great Muhammed Ali- “To be a great champion you must 
believe you are the best.  If you’re not, pretend you are.”  Good 
luck everyone! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: “Livin’ the good life” - (good 
wife, kids, career etc) 
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Ruby Chiu 
 
Nickname: Chewy, Choo-choo,        Bi, Ruby-Girl,  
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: the stress-free school days of 
junior high. More importantly, times spent with friends and that 
in year 7/8 until Mindy left us… 
 
Famous for: Sleeping in class (esp. English) 
 
Yourself in three words: Quiet friendly panda 
 
Future aspirations/ambition in life: Have a good job, live with 
parents 
 
Favourite saying/quote: Let’s go K! I want to hear you sing… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jenny Choi JinJu Choi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Enoch Lau
Note
"Life is about obstacles. Obstacle can be endless but they build up your experience and understanding to life. Strengthen your determination and motivation and you won't experience much difficulties ahead."
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Teresa Choi 
 

Nicknames: Too many and too insulting to list - ask 
Jensyn or Meg. 
 
Loves: Fanfiction, food, music, laughing, anything 
blue, dogs, reading, animated films… plus more! 
 
Hates: Soap Operas, my nicknames, overly 
sarcastic people, smoking, and cruelty to animals. 
 
Famous for: Being short and hitting everyone for 
teasing me. 
 
Myself in three words: Aggressive, indecisive and… I can't decide 
on the last word. 
 
Message, last words: To quote the Graduation Song by Vitamin C- 
"As we go on, we remember all the times we had together. And as 
our lives change, come whatever, we will still be FRIENDS 
FOREVER!" 
 
Favourite saying/quote: "Never argue with an idiot- they'll just 
bring you down to their level and beat you with experience." 
(Particularly applicable to Jensyn. 

 
 

Alex Clatworthy 
 

Nicknames: Clats, Leon, Lexi, Axle, and many other “witty” 
modifications to my surname 

 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Quite a lot of them, too hard to 
choose. Watching a noticeboard fall on Daniel Tse is a good one. 
 
Famous for: Having only 4 CDs, 3 of them linkin park 
 
Myself in three words: Insanity, Morrowind, LP 
 
Message, last words: I was in Bangalore at the time 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Sanity 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Even if you’re not with me, I’m with you” 
“The light at the end of the tunnel is the headlamp of an 
oncoming train”  
“I’ve become so numb I can’t feel you there” 
“When and if you can duck but its hard to dodge”  
“DT4VT” 

 
 
Meltem Comertpay 
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Brodie Cullen 
 

Nicknames: Barefoot, Brodles, Brodo 
Buggins, Brody, Brodster 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Troy- 
*sigh* 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Camp J! and the special ppl-
awwww = p *cough* 
 
Famous for: Fire twirling, former bleached hair 
 
Myself in three words: Lookout Behind You!!! 
 
Message, last words: This aint the end, this isn’t even a beginning, it’s 
just life…Live it!!! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Not to die in flaming ball of 
kerosene  
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Real knowledge is knowing the extent of 
one’s ignorance” – Confucius 
“Everything has beauty not everyone sees it” – Confucius 
“A candle loses nothing from lighting another candle” 
“You can bomb the word to pieces but you can’t bomb it to peace” 
– A Franti 
“And I don’t care what race, what colour, or God, I said all that 
shit don’t really bother me” – JBT 

 

 
Gina Dang 
 

Nicknames: Genie, Eth 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Lying down on the driveway at the 
front of the school with my friends, seeing the clouds move and 
feeling like the orange building was going to topple down on us. 
Basically, laughing and enjoying carefree times when everything 
seemed to be right. Err… yes = ) 
 
Famous for: Doing everything at the last minute and still getting 
good marks 
 
Myself in three words: Efficient = intelligent laziness 
 
Message, last words:  
1) Gravity always wins 
2) Don’t hate yourself in the morning. Sleep till noon 
3) Life is not measured by the number of breaths we take…but by 
the moments that take our breath away 

 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To succeed in whatever I set 
out to do 
 
In all seriousness, take care and follow your dreams wherever 
they may take you. Good luck and best wishes!  

 
 Gina 
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School Photo D
ay 2003 
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Imelda Daniel 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Joven Demonteverde 
 

Nicknames: OvenJay, Jovz, Ovz, Juvoz, Goven, Joe Black, Mortal 
Wombat  
 
Most embarrassing moment: Hitting an upside down Maccas cup 
trying to squash is, and making the cup fly into the face of the 
woman next to us spilling leftover water all over her. We left 
Bwood straight after. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Speirzy’s Yr 10 formal afterparty 
 
Famous for: BREAKDANCING, escessive DVD buying, supposedly 
“shiftying” people in poker, impulsive spending n a $100 suit, 
starting the white NY baseball cap fashion statement, apparently 
being “black”  
 
Myself in three words: Short, Black, Filo 
 
Message, last words: “Do whatchu gotta do… just have fun doin it. 
Alright!?!” 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To own the Bellagio Casino 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “The Greatest trick the Devil ever pulled, 
was convincing the world he didn’t exist” 
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Angela Diec 
 

Nicknames: Angie, Angie-la, Onkai, Onkai-lar 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Hmm… when my fly was undone in 
commerce… (>.<) 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Going to assembly and worrying 
about not having uniform on that day 
 
Famous for: Violent… (courtesy Luke) ?_? 
 
Myself in three words: Man Made Honkie (courtesy Holing) 
 
Message, last words: Nice to have met you guys and to have had a 
chat, but now its time to leave and part, we’ll all miss the convos, 
smiles and all of that. But good luck and best wishes to 
everything and nothing less, enjoy what life brings to you, with 
this last message, Angie wishes you all the very best! Take care!! 
= p 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: I know dis is lame, but to be 
successful I spose… 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Gau meng ar”, “Chi sin gar!”, “I’m hungry”, 
“I’m bored”, “Stop chucking a whopper!” 
 

   
 
 
 
 
Nori Dimaculangan 
 

Nicknames: seNorita 
 
Most embarrassing moment: I’ve stacked it heaps of times and 
they’ve been pretty funny 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: hmm camps? Semi 
formal?…school started getting better from Nov/Dec ’02 ^o^ 
 
Famous for: taking everyone’s food! 
 
Myself in three words: short filipino girl 
 
Message, last words: you guys rock-best of luck in the future! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: to be happy, healthy, successful 
and spend the rest of my life with my most favourite person in the 
world! = )  

 
Favourite saying/quote: “Keep smiling!” 
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Andrew Diong 
 

Nicknames: Diong, Ding Dong, Andi 
 
Most embarrassing moment: I joined a PEN club and became PEN15. 
I never knew why Mirza kept asking the Maths teacher to have a 
“math’s debate” but I laughed anyway 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Mucking around in class in yr 7 
and yr 8. It was da bomb! 
 
Famous for: Sex God, being a grub, being a scab, I look like a 
monkey 
 
Myself in three words: Pure as Gold 
  
Message, last words: Haisong’s an illegal immigrant. Get him 
deported! Bye Fort St. Astla vista baby… 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life:  
- 1st Azn on High Court Bench 
- CK model-underwear 
- Best streetballer in the world 
- Not to get as fat as my dad 
- having kids as much as my wife wants… OH YEAH! 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “It wasn’t me”, “They are making the beast 
with two bucks”, “Don’t worry be happy” 

 
 
 
 
Gareth Douse 

Nicknames: Gazza, Gay-reth, The Gazman 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Shouting out “Mark Twain” at a Wazza 
Quiz when the answer was Shakespeare 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Lunch time 
 
Famous for: Being tall and good and a playa 
 
Myself in three words: Sic, Sicka, Sickarest 
 
Message, last words: Slip Slop Slap 
 
Favourite saying/quote: I wish to be good at stuff; doing stuff that 
is not bad. I remember in year 8 (or 9) when Mr Power said, “The 
only job in which you start at the top is digging a hole!!”  I also 
like it when Regie told a funny story: “My mum sits there, my dad 
sits there, I sit here…” He’d had a bit too much Goon. TM © 
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Geoffrey Duong 
 

Nicknames: geffey, oysta boi, morphio, big geoff, G 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Every moment 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: da “dark spot” 
 
Famous for: notin 
 
Myself in three words: to die for 
 
Message, last words: Bai pplz! Enjoy da rest ob ur life!! Haha! 
    Gudluk~! ^-~ 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: to be rich n raise a large family 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “boo~!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

David Dziedzic 
 

Nicknames: dave, Davo, Checheks, Dziedzic, Mr Dave 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Kicking back in yr 10 or 11 (it’s all 
a blur) at Camp Jarman in the sun eating wedges watching glue 
schlaptoid and the game of frissball on da Camp J oval 
 
Famous for: My last name I think… 
 
Message, last words: You only live once 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: See the world, do something at 
least mildly beneficial to the world. We’ve already screwed it up 
so much in so little time 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “I said Heeeyy! What the HELL is it?”, 
Later… “No! Close, but it was actually a 3 meter-tall mechanical 
wall-joiner!” – David Letterman Late Night Show  

 
 

Melissa Ellingworth 
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Jane Fan 
 

Nicknames: Jane bug, evil jeevil, j-oin, droin, Janet, Janus, Fannus, 
Janey-waney 
 
Most embarrassing moment: When I was singing solo in my primary 
school hall and forgot the words to the song and had to make 
them up as I went along. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Lying on the hill in the oval during 
Spring with my friends and looking at the clouds and chatting. 
 
Famous for: - being slow and “oblivious” 
 
Myself in three words: Down to earth 
 
Message, last words: Huh? 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Single-handedly bringing 
worldwide peace, eliminating poverty, righting injustices and 
curing the aids pandemic…*cough* 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Why should I have to work for 
everything?! It’s like saying I don’t deserve it!” 

 
 
William Figgett 

 
Nicknames: Bill, Invisibill 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: When Camp Jarman burned down 
and the deputy principal pretended it didn’t happen 
 
Myself in three words: Contemplative, respectful, thinker 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To create a clone army of Ms 
Moxham beasts 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “It do will someone, something doing of 
way wrong a is there if”- Captain Edward A. Murphy Jnr. 
 
Favourite Yr 12 FLOP Day proposal 
50 padlocks: $75, 20m of steel chain: $50  
Watching the school community try to escape Fort St when every 
building has been locked off: priceless 
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Daniella Forinash  
 

Nicknames: Danie, Danu, Shut Up 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Kissing Geoffrey at our 
7th grade camp in that stupid “first date” game 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Trying to find a 
stripper from the science staffroom phone in 
front of a teacher who really didn’t seem to 
notice 
 
Famous for: Stretching the dress code to its limit, 
getting referrals for things I didn’t do / that were 
completely trivial 
 
Myself in three words: Crazy rat girl 
 
Message, last words: I just want you to know that each and 
everyone of you are completely insane. That’s it. Later, y’all. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Work as a bad-ass black ops 
agent 
 
Favourite saying/quote: When life hands you a lemon, bust out the 
tequila and salt! 

 
 

Jacob Fry 
 

Nicknames: Yakblogscrnogalog, Yikity yak, Crakob 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Going out with Melissa Ellingworth in  
Yr 8 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Getting chased by Millward after 
jigging assembly 
 
Famous for: Getting booted from the formal for being pissed 
 
Myself in three words: Yack Lives Here 
 
Message, last words: “You gotta make it last for the better, ‘cause 
nothing lasts forever” 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Become a canteen lady 
 
Favourite saying/quote: Get off me Michaela!  

 
 

Johnson Gao 
 
 

Nicknames: Joey, Jo Jo, Djon, Johan, Sidey 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Most of year 11 camp  
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Dancing in debating back in year 8 

 
Famous for: My hygiene (or lack thereof) 
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Myself in three words: What the hell? 
 
Message, last words: When your down, just put your chin up and 
look ahead 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Climb Mount Everest and then 
leave my mark, if you know what I mean 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
“As if” 
 

 
 
 
Lucy Geremin 
 

Nicknames: Lucy, Emmy 
 
Most embarrassing moment: The Year 12 farewell assembly in 1999 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Year 10 Canberra Camp 
 
Famous for: Being incredibly average 
 
Myself in three words: Indecisive, spontaneous, outrageous 
 
Message, last words: Small things amuse small minds 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To be happy ☺ 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
Daniel Tse: “Babylon’s calling, they’re missing their whore.” 
Alex – “I’m not that kind of manwhore.” 
 
Forgive me if I don’t seem as excited about the end of Year 12 as 
I should, but I have another year of this shit ahead of me – 
woohoo ☺ 

 
 
Vita Gray 
 

Nicknames: Veet, Veeter 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Last Monday when my shirt flew up 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Drama Assessment Day 
 
Famous for: Challenging the teachers 
 
Myself in three words: Talkative, adoring, right 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: World Domination 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
“I can resist everything but temptation.” 
    - Oscar Wilde 
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Xiao Gui 
 

Nicknames: Gravity 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Handball, lost to Year 7s 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Free breakfast 
 
Famous for: nothing 
 
Myself in three words: Moonie, Snowie, Rainie 

 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Be a humble lil’ me 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Kevin Ha 
 

Nicknames: Mole, Kev 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Chased by Eric’s dog 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Cracking jokes with friends and 
Year 10 and 11 Camps 
 
Famous for: *ahem* my sexy singing voice… and my tennis 
obsession! 
 
Myself in three words: Light-hearted, easygoing, laugh-a-lot 
 
Message, last words: Be proud of what you achieve and be content 
with what you have. Good riddance, Year 12 2003! 
 
To all my friends, remember to keep in contact! ☺ 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Successful career, loving family, 
good health and to fulfil my dream of driving down an American  
desert highway in a flash Cadillac with a beautiful woman next to 
me on a bright sunny day! 

  
Favourite saying/quote:  
“Oi!” 
Favourite Japanese words:  
 
“Oh, and in case I don't see ya, good afternoon, good evening, 
and goodnight.” 
    - The Truman Show 
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Qiao Nan Han 
 

Nicknames: Qiaomander, Eviscerator, Qiaobo 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Accidental entrance into the female 
toilet 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: When I first arrived 
 
Famous for: Magic and Games 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Architecture 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
“Shaping reality is simply a matter of knowing where to apply the 
pressure.” 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jonathan Hardgraves 
 

Nicknames: Jono 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Embarrassment is for the weak 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: SRC Elections 
 
Famous for: Inventing the turnip 
 
Myself in three words: Tall, dark, handsome 
 
Message, last words: NO, oh dear god no! Put it down, please dear 
Jesus Christ I’m too smooth to die. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To use the decimal point to 
wrought the stockmarket, legally 
Flee to Mexico/Canada 
Start a small business employing low skilled underpayed 
immigrants making ceramic Jesus garden gnomes/counterfeit 
money 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
“No matter how bad things get remember – you could get hit by 
an all terrain vehicle any second, so live it up while you can.” 

Gandhi 2 – This time it’s personal. 
 
"Umbrella's- the invention of 1 million uses. Fighting, dancing, 
driving, walking through the outside world, you know you're up 
shit creek without a paddle if you don't have an umbrella." 

Samuel Fox – inventor of the steel rimmed umbrella 
 

Me time: As you all know this is a yearbook and I have decided to 
take some time to reflect on my time at Fort Street. First was 
year 7 followed swiftly by Years 8, 9 and 10, year 11 followed in 
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theory and I have no reason to suspect that it didn’t. Year 12 is 
the close past, present and will make up a minor part of the 
future. 
 
The weather is looking milky grey with signs that this collection of 
dead wood would have been better used as the rims of an olden 
style umbrella. But that of course is debatable, not that anyone 
has the will or inclination to do so. 
 
Been a blast spending 6 years of my life with the vast majority of 
you, maybe we will meet again some time in 6 years and talk 
awkwardly about the weather, but for those of you I hate stop 
reading this you pathetic yokel spawn and go lunge your body at 
traffic. >3 
 
PS: If we don’t know each other then congrats – reading this crap 
has won you a free pass, so come up and talk to me I like horses, 
short strolls across the beach and back rubs. 

 
 
Martin Hartley 
 

Nicknames: Mad Marty, Hat-Guy 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Christmas card incident, Year 7 
  
Famous for: Akubra hat / Slouch hat, shorts 
 
Myself in three words: Raving mad man 
 
Message, last words: See you all at the reunion! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: I’m joining the Navy 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
“The human is a most perplexing creature – it has the ability to 
learn from the mistakes of its species, yet so often chooses not 
to…” 

 
 
Meg He 
 

Nicknames: Schmegs, Schmog, Me add a G plus He, Megabucks, 
Meganstein, Megabums, Meggie Weggie, Magpie, Meatpie, Mo Hog, 
Mog da furry dog, Meh-Heg, Meglicious, Moggy, Masta Habaja, 
Tarzana, Dancing Monkey, Black Crow, Blue Ninja 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: luring pigeons into the gym, 
jigging classes, Chris getting his pants pulled down, Ping kissing 
Johnson 
 
Famous for: never completing homework, picking up rubbish 
 
Myself in three words: I’m da man 
 
Message, last words: <tribal song> I know wat da Indians know. i 
go where da Indians go. i saw big chief smoke his piece pipe, to 
da purpose im a friend, we r brothers to the end~! *sniff* good 
old times...well finally 6 years of bludgin has come to an end. But 
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da bad news is if I can actually make into uni, I’ll see all u ppl 
agen! NOOoo!! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: ban cigarettes and demolish all 
the tobacco companies, do sth great for this world + its ppl 

 
Favourite saying/quote: 
"the fat and the skinny r slpin on a bed the fat rolls over n skinny 
is dead" 
"I live on a one-way dead-end street" 
 

 
 
 
William Hey-Cunningham 
 

Nicknames: Big Willy Stylez, Big Will 
  
Favourite memory of Fort Street: 
Soccer in Year 7 
 
Famous for: Being big 
 
Myself in three words: Tall, rich, beefy 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Be 
successful. Do something good and 
meaningful for the world 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
Andrew Diong: “Fi, fi, fo, fun” 

 
 
Jeremy Ho 
 

Nicknames: JAY~! 
  
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Camps, going out after school 
 
Famous for: Dark Angel, being a hard cunt 
 
Myself in three words: Cool, hard, baller 
 
Message, last words: I’m going to suck all your penises 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Become an accountant or in 
NBA. Getting over 90 in my UAI 
 
Favourite saying/quote: 
“Hit me baby one more time.” 
“It’s raining men.” 
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Thuan Ho 
 

Nicknames: d!mm!e 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Photo of me taking a dump 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Friends 
 
Famous for: Being the ‘Dat Hou’ 
 
Myself in three words: Short Viet bikie 
 
Message, last words: I’m gonna miss you all ^_^ 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Greatest snooker player 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Wendy Ho 
 

Nicknames: -[D]uNnoZ- 
 
Famous for: Eating ice cream 
 
Message, last words: Time has passed and even though I’ve not 
been in Fort St for long, many fond memories have developed. 
Guys, Good Luck, Good Health and May God Bless You! ☺ 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To be successful in life 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
“U OK?” 
“Don’t know” 
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Greg Howe 
 

Nicknames: Groog 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Losing it at 
Mr. Gaal in Year 7 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Going 
home everyday 
 
Famous for: Random science stuff, short temper, being so 
generically good 
 
Myself in three words: So Very Bored 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Conservation stuff 
 
Favourite saying/quote: I don’t have to tell you nothin’ 

 
 
 

 
 

George Hu      Sheng Hua 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Feng Huang 
 

Nicknames: Fengy 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Friends 
 
Myself in three words: Music, football (soccer), peaceful 
 
Message, last words: Follow your dreams 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Rock Star ☺ 
 
Favourite saying/quote: The character of Stanley Climbfall 
represents "stand, climb, fall." And that, to me, is life. You're 
gonna be up, you're gonna be down, you're gonna be everywhere 
in between. 

 
    Favourite songs: Lifehouse - Everything and Blyss - May 
 
    Favourite parody: Weird Al - Smells Like Nirvana 
 

Favourite albums: Lifehouse - No Name Face and Blyss - Diff's Luck 
Day 
 

    Favourite musical instrument: Guitar 
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Year 11 Inform
al 
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Claudia Husin 
 

Nicknames: Cloud, Claudie 
 
Famous for: Being a nerd, being really skinny, not smiling 
 
Myself in three words: Ambitious, motivated, quiet 
 
Message, last words: I hope that everyone gets into the uni course 
that they want and has a happy and successful life 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: I hope to get into Medicine but 
if I don’t, then I hope to be successful in whatever job I end up 
doing 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
“An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind.” 
 
Likes: Watching TV, listening to music, hanging out with friends 
 
Dislikes: People who don’t know that they’re annoying, immature 
people, bimbos 
 
Favourite TV show: Gilmore Girls, Friends, Malcolm in the Middle, 
Alias 
 
Favourite food: Pizza, McDonalds, hot chips 

 
 
 
Gavin Huynh 
 

Nicknames: Gazza, Gaz, Gauster 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Forgotten them 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: The laughter 
 
Famous for: Not being famous 
 
Myself in three words: Calm psychological gambler 
 
Message, last words: “Keep looking forward… until you see a wall” 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To run an information network, 
complete with multitasking operations. There will be nothing I 
don’t know 
 
Favourite saying/quote: 
“Death is not evil, just very good at his job.” 
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Samuel James 
Nicknames: Glue 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Falling 
asleep on the toilet. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: The 
IMP tour. 
 
Famous for: Scissors and glue. 
 
Myself in three words: Sticky, relaxed, conscious 
 
Message, last words: Good Luck for whatever you do. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Eat a pie. 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Screw the innocent” – Crunk Yankers 
 

 
 
Matthew Jarman 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
David Jiang 

Nicknames: Jiang, Dracover 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Yr 10, 11 camps 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Beginning of Year 7 
 
Famous for: For always being “Happy”. 
 
Myself in three words: Desperate and Dateless 
 
Message, last words: Ain't life Grand
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Earn six digits by the age of 30. 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “You silly old woman” 
 
Favourite Singer: BoA 
 
Favourite Song: My Sweetie 
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Simon Johnson     Shaw Kamada-Laws 

 
 
Richard Kennedy 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Ara Ko 
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Boris Kresic 
 

Nicknames: Boom Boom, Bozza, BK 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: The 
teachers and school work 
 
Famous for: foot long schlong 
 
Myself in three words: Alright I 
suppose 
 
Message, last words: How long will they mourn me? 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “You tried your best and you failed 
miserably. The lesson is, never try.” 

– Homer Simpson 
 
 
Shruti Kulhalli 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
David (Chiwai) Kwok 
 

Nicknames: Kwok, Kwoky 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Ms Levi: "WHY havent you done your 
english homework?" Me:"Because i was doing my maths 
homework"... Need i say more? 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Oh my god there are heapsss, 
Year 10 Science, Building that pyramid of stools in the middle of 
the science lab with our helpless teacher watching us not knowing 
what to do, there’s tricking Ms. Nagarajah into teaching the same 
work 3 or 4 lessons in a row...erm...lots of memories in year 7 
too...eg: The Shruti Laugh... 
 
Famous for: Being the only person to cause a high speed car 
crash..BACKWARDS 
 
Myself in three words: Hungry, Loud, energetic? 
 
Message, last words: Well, this is it, we heading into our adult lives 
now, we're leaving the same daily routine we've been following for 
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the last 13 years of our lives...i wish everyone good luck and i 
leave you with a quote...."Build your backdoors before you build 
your front", i.e Find a way out of trouble before you decide to get 
yourself into it... 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Get Married...commitment! my 
one greatest challenge in life, haha, um i guess to be Truly happy 
in life, to make the most of what life throws at me and be happy 
with it... oh yeah and to own a brand new Porsche. 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “HAHAHA”, “F*CK”, “Nah ill be right....dont 
count on it”, “Mmmmm” 

 
 
Jeffrey La 
 

Nicknames:  JLA, Jay, La 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Never 
embarrassed 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  
Jigging Assembly 
 
Myself in three words:  Me so hungry 
 
Message, last words: It did all my way 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Millionaire by 25 

 
 
Geoff Lai 
 

Nicknames: g. lai, gee off, KOM, assumer, skeze, flai 
 
Most embarrassing moment: too many 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  Year 10, bay flip/Burwood era 
 
Famous for:  being random / antics, troublemaking, feminine 
behaviour 
 
Myself in three words:  lost, random, unique 
 
Message, last words: Enjoy life is what you make of it. 

 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Caribbean Islands 
 
Favourite saying/quote: 
“Men forget but never forgive, women forgive but never forget.” 
“An eye for an eye makes the world go blind.” 
“Umbridgeitis” 
“Women want love, men need it.” 
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Christina Lam 
 

Nicknames:  Chris, Chrissy 
 
Most embarrassing moment: First week of Year 7. I thought it was 
home time when it was really 6th period. I only realised after 
walking to the handball courts and no one was there. Then I was 
late to class and had to say I was getting books from my locker! 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  Being proposed to in Year 8 by 
Sunny in a play, for English 
 
Famous for:  Being a perfectionist, being in a long 
relationship with Sunny, and having a distinctive 
voice. 
 
Myself in three words:  A Walking Contradiction 
 
Message, last words: You can lie to others, but 
always be true to yourself. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Do something 
constructive … Like be a CEO, then get married, 
go on a long honeymoon, and have kids. 
 
Favourite saying/quote: Live each day as it comes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Christina Lam and Sunny Li 
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Tim Lam 
 
Nicknames:  Tim Tam, Mit Mal, Timmy 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Jigging assembly with Wister, Andrew 
and Sunny then being stuck in the toilets for 40 minutes 
pretending to crap cos we were too scared to come out 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  playing sports with my friends at 
lunch 
 
Famous for:  Being a Bullshit artist 
 
Myself in three words:  Never ending crap 
 
Message, last words: Be happy with what you’ve got! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Owning an aquarium, to be with 
Kafrin! 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “You SHITBREAK” Stifler from American Pie 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Enoch Lau 
 

Nicknames:  eggnog and many other variations on Enoch 
 
Most embarrassing moments: Hopelessly trying to squeeze past the 
ticket barriers at Central station, on the way to the Bondi Pavilion 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Being with friends during breaks, 
philosophical debates with Anna, the perpetual arguments with 
Minbo, and the good-humouredness of friends and teachers 
 
Famous for: “Nyay!”, amazing outbursts of stupidity, such as 
scooping ground coffee straight into the cup during Japanese 
Extension… oh, and being organised and having good looks 
(hmmm… yeah right!) 
 
Myself in three words: Never say die 
 
Message, last words: Always stay focused on where you want to go 
in life. No matter what speed humps, detours, speed cameras, 
stranded wombats, etc… that you find on the metaphorical road of 
life, keep moving forward, and reflect on where you’ve been and 
the experiences that have made you the person you are. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: To have a heck of a time doing 
the things that I want to do!!! 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “HUH?” 
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Lilian Lau 
 

Nicknames:  Lil, Dil, Lillie-Belilli, Ninian, Lily 
 
Myself in three words:  Petite, lively, sweet 
 
Famous aspirations: To be happy in life 
 
Favourite saying/quote: 
 

Life is a gift… accept it 
Life is an adventure… dare it 
Life is a mystery… unfold it 

Life is a game… play it 
Life is a struggle… face it 
Life is a beauty… praise it 
Life is a puzzle… solve it 

Life is an opportunity… take it 
Life is sorrowful… experience it 

Life is a song… sing it 
Life is a goal… achieve it 
Life is a mission… fulfil it 

To all the people I love, thank you! 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Daniel Lavelle 
 

Nicknames:  Smelly, Shaggy, Snolty, Stinky 
 
Most embarrassing moment: I surprise myself everyday 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  Uh… Year 11 at the old Camp J? 
 
Famous for:  Snot 
 
Myself in three words:  Needs a shave! 
 
Message, last words: You’ve tried and failed, the lesson is never try. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Toilet Cleaner/ Vending Machine, 
Maintenance Man 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Don’t blame it on the rhythm, don’t blame 
it on the salsa, don’t blame it on the mambo, just blame it on the 
Boogie” 

– V.I. Lenin 
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Wayland Le 
 

Nickname: Way 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Camp? Mah-jong at end of Yr 10 
 
Famous for:  Still playing Magic… sad + stich figure ‘where’s Wally’ 
 
Myself in three words:  Foolish, Honest, Dreamer 
 
Message, last words: Enjoy your life! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Convert the pope 
 
Favourite saying/quote: 
“When the world is consumed by chaos, the skilled and the foolish 
are on an equal footing.” 
“We shun them not for their dream but for their refuse to let such 
a noble dream die a noble death.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Albert Lee 
 

Nicknames: Turtle, Uncle Albert, Burman 
 
Most embarrassing moment: My relationships 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  Camp and Barb wire 
 
Famous for:  Being Burmese and not black 
 
Myself in three words:  Sweet, crusty, creamy 
 
Message, last words: I like ice cream more than Fort Street 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: For everyone to be happy 
 
Favourite saying/quote: 
The F word  
Mumbling 
‘Oops I did it again!’ 
‘Huh?’ 
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Mathew Lee 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Melissa Lee 
 

Nicknames:  miuow, mel 
 
Most embarrassing moment: erm… not getting picked for sport and 
sitting there all alone 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  Yr 7 camp 
 
Famous for:  … nothing? 
 
Myself in three words: moody, quiet, lazy  
 
Message, last words: well everybody goodbye, good luck and have a 
nice life 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: haven’t thought that far ahead 
 
Favourite saying/quote: Pain is inevitable, suffering is optional. 
 
 

 
 

Ming Min Lee 
 

Nicknames: [Mad]monkey, Ming 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  Going home when water pipes 
burst 
 
Famous for:  coming from Singapore 
 
Myself in three words:  Fun = food + shopping 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: invent something, be a coroner 
 
Favourite saying/quote: 
“Huh?!?” 
“Wanna go out?” 
“So bored” 
“Come to S’pore!!” 
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Chris Li 
 

Nicknames:  African, Midget, Spike 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Got my bloody pants down by Peter 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  Fobs United members happily 
bagging each other out 
 
Famous for:  Not sure man… singing… maybe? 
 
Myself in three words:  Short African Singer 
 
Message, last words: Friends are forever! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: I wanna be a doctor… 
 
Favourite saying/quote: Wotkarla… Muffy is gay 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Michael Li 
 

Nicknames:  BOB 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Urinating into a bottle on the school 
camp bus. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  When ane was tied to a tree and 
had his pants pulled down. 
 
Myself in three words:  Far too sexy 
 
Message, last words: Be all you can be! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: To be the president of U.S.A. 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Think of the solution. Not the problem.” 
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Sha Li 
 

Nickname:  Lisha 
 
Loves: The SIMS, trying different types of food, living in luxury, 
travelling (getting there, not actually journey – pretty boring 
sitting in cars, planes for 10 hours+), anime 
 
Hates: Getting a cold especially when I can’t eat nice food, people 
who think their above everyone else, arguments 
 
Famous for:  Not eating lunch for a month to buy the SIMS game 
 
Myself in three words:  Determined, Dreamy, Impulsive 
 
Message, last words: While we may all go our separate ways, 
friendships have formed in these 6 years, which I hope, like wine, 
will only grow finer with time. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Architect/Designer 
 
Favourite saying/quote: The pen is mightier than the sword…until it 
runs out of ink. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Sunny Li 
 

Nickname: SUN 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Proposing to Christina in Yr 7 play & 
taking shirt off at Yr 9 camp 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  None!!! 
 
Famous for: Being Iverson fan & being Christina’s extremely long 
term bf. 
 
Myself in three words:  sexy, sexy, sexy 
 
Message, last words: It doesn’t matter what UAI you people get; it’s 
how much money you make. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Play in NBA, be an optometrist 
and scam people’s money 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Hey rookie, grab a notepad, because 
you’re about to get taken to school.” 

Life is but simulation 
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Eileen Lim 
Nicknames: Lyn, Lim Lim, Leen, Dimps, Bin Lim, bimbo 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Coming to Fort St. 

 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Happy in Life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Jenny Lin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Paul Liu 

Nicknames: The Cobbler, Dr. Robeless, The Octaflictitious Man 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Camp Jarman, “The Wall” 
 
Famous for: Juggling 
 
Myself in three words: Smells like teenspirit 
 
Message, last words: A ship that’s twice as sunk sinks half as fast. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: I don’t have any of my own 
goals, just other people’s goals, but in a different order 
 
Favourite saying/quote: A guy walks into a bin 
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Shinuo Liu 
Nicknames: Any of the weird and wonderful pronunciations of my 
name. 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Farted in maths class 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: First day of year 7, and last day of 
year 12. 
 
Myself in three words: Determined, funny, considerate 
 
Message, last words: If you’re going to do something, do it well. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Become a doctor, travel, have a 
happy family. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Yi (Louise) Liu 

Nicknames: Fat, Louiz-G, Maze Me, De Moinres 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Split pants in Burwood Park. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Chillen with the Boyz. 
 
Famous for: Bashing Jess, The most muscular “Fat Man” 
 
Myself in three words: Fat, Muscle, Gangster 
 
Message, last words: “Bro’s b4 Hoes” 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Being the best of the best 
 
Favourite saying/quote: You find your happiness. I make mine 

 

 

Belinda Lu 
Nickname: BeL, BaeBi, Ding Dong 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: all da 
birthdaiz  
 
Yourself in three words: will’s silli gf 
 
Future aspirations/ambition in life: 
become a pharmacist and make sure 
Kathy dun give innocent people the 
wrong medicine 
 
Favourite saying/quote: Life is a 
Rollercoaster 
 
Message/last words: No matter what you achieve and no 
matter what you do, life will always have its challenges. 
So just be HaPPy and forget about the problems, take 
time out and have some FUN! 
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Haisong Lu 
 
Nicknames: [L]oW sOn[G] 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Discovered that there is a big hole in 
my pants! (Eaten by rats) 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Daydreaming in all my classes. 
 
Famous for: Being a “FOBSTA” (Courtesy of Andrew Ding Dong, 
the Monkey) 
 
Myself in three words: Like to Eat!!! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Have enough money to live and 
enjoy life!!! 
 
Favourite Singer: Jay Chou, David Tao, Ansonttu 
 
Skills: Daydreaming 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Peter Luan 
Nicknames: Pete, thongz*, PistOff 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Getting busted with Joven for stealing 
the Comp. Studies test which was passed around the whole grade. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Making Belinda touch Tim’s dick at 
Yr 11 sex camp. 
 
Famous for: Being screwed in the head and doing weird shite 
 
Myself in three words: 0_0 …. Weeeee! 
 
Message, last words: ALWAYS HAVE FUN 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Go skydiving, base jumping and 
other risky stuff 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “humour is like a rubber sword, it allows 
me to make a point without drawing blood.” 
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Jensyn Luc 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: The day 
someone finally hit the gas pipes and school 
got cancelled 
 
Famous for: Being annoying, irritating Teresa 
and being a pain in general. 
 
Myself in three words: Cynical, cheap, 
pedantic 
 
Message, last words: Muahahahaha… 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To win the 
jackpot in Lotto 
 
Favourite saying/quote: if at first you don’t succeed, sue for big 
dollars – Ginger Meggs 

 
 
Anna Lucewicz 

Nicknames: Onionhead, Birdface, Aniabee: Queen of Bees 
 
Most embarrassing moment: The time a bird landed on my head – 
not only that, it actually aimed at me and carefully sat on my 
head! 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Delicious, nutritious canteen 
carrot cake. 
 
Famous for: Sometimes being more Ania then you ever thought 
Ania could be. 
 
Message, last words: Sniffs Craig’s peach flavoured lip balm. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Oh, Alan Jones – I wish I could 
be that evil! 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Speaking of Fabio …” 
 
If I were a food: Spanish onion. With many layers (like Shrek!). 
With purple and white and used in Greek salads. 
 
If I were the principal: I would establish a Soviet style 
autocracy. 

 
 

Addison Ma 
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Zane Ma 
 

Nicknames: Fei Zei, Fat-ma, Dickhead, Fatty 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Being tied to a tree by Yr 9’s when I 
was in Yr 7 and being dacked several times 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Yr 11 camp + informal 
 
Famous for: being fat, scabby, horny, stupid, a dickhead, the best 
fringes the world has eva seen!!! 
 
Myself in three words: Crazy. Fat. CoOooOOL… 
 
Message, last words: Hope everyone does heaps good in the HSC; 
I’m gonna miss… PPL 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Maybe Vet (2 hard), Forensics 
 
Favourite saying/quote: Lick my nutz/Rape HER!!! 
 
Everyone has grown up and matured…Fuckwitz, IDIOTS!!! Y 
GROW UP FOR? SHIT, Hopefully there’s dumbcunts like me in 
UNI!!! I know I have been a dickhead over the years, I would like 
to say… FUCK U!!! I still am!!! Hahahaha. I’m gonna miss heaps 
of ppl, but glad I dun have to see some of the freaks again… so 
yeah, you know which group u belong in!!! 
 
“HAVE FUN AND GO FOR WHATEVER/WHOEVA YOU WANT!” 

 

 

Brendan Markey 
 

Most embarrassing moment: the time my legs 
fell off at the most inopportune 
moment 
 
Myself in three words: I Like Rice 
 
Message, last words: Mfstinks! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: 
Super-Idealistically, to be an Author 
 

 
 
 
 

Jack Marshall     Lee Mathason 
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Cal McGuirk 
 

Nicknames: McJerk, Stevie G 
 
Most embarrassing moment: all of them 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: That 
one time, at band camp… 
 
Famous for: the jokes, the will, the 
skill, the courage 
 
Myself in three words: Funny, clever, 
sporty 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: travel, play in the AFL, be 
happy 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Pain is just weakness leaving the body” 
 
BOOMAR! 

 

 

Jess McGuirk 
 

Nicknames: Tchibo 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Steven’s camouflage outfit 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: People 
 
Famous for: Funny/Witty Jokes 
 
Myself in three words: Jess Greenham McGuirk 
 
Message, last words: Keep it Real 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Ladies man (like Boris) 
 
Favourite saying/quote:   
 
“Remember, whatever you’re taking- take it easy” Anthony 
Mundine 

 

 

Joshua Moriarty 
 

Nicknames: Joshums, Joshbum, he-dyke 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Pulling on a guys tie and being accused 
of flirting 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Just being with my friends 
 
Famous for: Sapphic affiliations 
 
Myself in three words: Everyone’s Favourite He-Dyke 
 
Favourite saying/quote: My Lovely friends how could I change 
towards you who are so beautiful- Sappho 
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Aniket Mulherkar 
 

Nicknames: Ket, Ketty, Mc Ketty, Doh-Ketty 
 
Most embarrassing moment: when David Collits forgot my last name 
at the cricket awards assembly. Embarrassing at the time! 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Speirsy’s Year 10 Formal 
afterparty. 
 
Famous for: Being loud and outgoing 
 
Myself in three words: Sporty, alcohol-loving, INDIAN 
 
Message, last words: “Life is precious, try to enjoy every moment” 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To be good at whatever career 
path I choose to take. I want to be happy in life and help out my 
friends/others in need. 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
Quote- “when you get knocked down, you get up stronger and 
wiser” 
Favourite saying- “Fucken oath” 

 
 
Holing Ngai 
 

Nicknames: Ho 
 
Famous for:  
X-files 
The colour pink 
Parramatta Eels 
 
Myself in three words: Big noisy girl 
 
Message, last words: Time goes too fast… everyone’s all grown up! 
It’s been great - have a nice life 
 
Favourite saying/quote: No matter what happens, try to be happy 
and make the most of it - but don’t be too happy, coz that’s 
spoiling yourself - and you’ll be afraid to die 
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Katherine Ngo 
 

Nicknames: Kat 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Getting Rejected By Two Buses In A 
Row 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: The fabulous views outside the 
English staffroom 
 
Famous for: ‘NotaBene’ (that no one knows how to pronounce), 
having a bag matches the colour of the school jumper 
 
Myself in three words: Determined, Visionistk, Bright 
 
Message, last words: Amaze yourself 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Getting a Nobel prize 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
Personal saying: “What’s next?” 
      “Don’t underestimate yourself” 
Favourite quote: “Hakuna Makata” (Thanks to the Lion King) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An Nguyen 
 

Nicknames: Arnnie, Anny, Huni 
 
Most embarrassing moment: first days of school 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: meeting all the boys and honeyz 
and meeting my special babi 
 
Myself in three words: Short viet smokaholic 
 
Message, last words: keep it real, play it smart 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: businessman and having Kathy 
as my pharmacist employee 
 
Favourite saying/quote: Doma 
Girl, you gotta chill 
How much do I owe you? 
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Haily Nguyen 
 

Most embarrassing moment: When a bird touched my hair on the 
way to the station 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: asking a class of Yr 7’s to borrow 
glue for HSC form. 
 
Famous for: being a snob and forgetting which class to go to 
 
Message, last words: minimum effort, maximum gain 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: marry someone rich or become 
a high tech computer nerd 
 
Favourite saying/quote: Stay SANE 
 
What I hate most about Fort St: When the canteen lady made me 
say please 
 
First thoughts when coming to Fort Street: looks like a goal 

 
 
 
 
Kathy Nguyen 
 

Nicknames: Kat, Kit Kat 
 
Most embarrassing moment: when I went to the city with Angela 
and Kwok and all the stores I went into ‘beeped’ for no particular 
reason. Turns out there was a barcode stuck in my cap 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: when a car crashed into the gas 
pipe and we got a free day off or possibly when Fort St appeared 
on Channel 10 news for forcing parents to contribute $1000 to 
the building program 
 
Famous for: blue cap, loud voice, incessant talking 
 
Myself in three words: as above  
 
Message, last words: GOOD LUCK EVERYONE! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: to open ‘Turtle Pharmacies’; to 
go on an around the world trip with ALL of my friends 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
 
 
 
 
“Whenever you laugh, gladness spreads like ripples in a pond” 
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Mirza Nurkic 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Peter Pan (click here to go to profile)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Divija Paramatmuni 
 
Nicknames: Div, Divvy, Dij, Divia,  Dee, Beefy Boy, Beefster, Beef 
C, Beefcake 
 
Most embarrassing moment: when an ex-year 12 was driving to the 
station and I started running away from the car and fell over so 
that everybody saw me... I seriously haven't fallen over since year 
4 before that. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: walking in to school everyday and 
knowing that the people most important to me are there. 
 
Famous for: saying HI!!! really loudly to people in a very high 
voice. 
 
Myself in three words: happy, high, and huggy. 
 
Message, last words: never restrict yourself in telling someone that 
they’re special to you... if you miss your chance, you'll forever 
regret it. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: to do something that is going to 
help someone directly and change their lives for the better. 
 
Favourite saying/quote: expect the unexpected... that way life will 
be full of surprises! 
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Margaret Park  

 
 
Alexandra Parker 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Phillip Phrakaysone  
 

Nicknames: fraqqie, fraq, Barry White, Phil-Me-In 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Mistaking soy sauce for some Asian 
drink, only realising it once I had close to a mouthful of it.  
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: i) At camp, all the newbies met in 
a room to play cards. Chui came out of the shower with a towel 
around his waist, but since there wasn’t any places to sit, he 
decided to sit on the spare bed on the floor. As he sat down, 
everyone had a good angle through his legs as he flashed himself. 
Yet since it was dark, we couldn’t see anything.  
 
ii) The countless occasions wherein Michael Wong embarrassed 
himself. Eg. One day after school, Michael was pissed off at the 
FOBS, as usual, and was attempting to boot Yak’s ball. In his first 
attempt, he completely goes flying in the air and he falls hard on 
his ass. Fed up now since we were on the ground laughing, he 
tries again yet only to miss the ball and stack it again.  

 
Myself in three words: “Feel the Charisma”  
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Message, last words: Always focus and concentrate on the positive 
aspects and pay little attention to the negative side. 
 Try to be positive, be positive, stay positive.  
  
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Initiate a revolution in South-
East Asia and become the first Australian-born Laotian President.  
 
Favourite saying/quote: “A journey of a thousand leaps starts with 
one step.” 
 “Build a bridge and get over it.” ~ Ms Fluitsma’s 
suggestion to Minbo’s regarding the trials. 
 “Truth is relative, and so is beauty and wealth.”  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Michaela Pollock  

 
 
 
 
Steven Quinn 

 
Nicknames: Quinn, Chin & Stevemansternatormeisterbroman 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: 3:13 pm 
 
Famous for: My Extreme Hustle and Extreme Chin 
 
Myself in three words: Footy, Footy… Footy 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “As long as we all get fed” ~ S 
 “Park + Take Away = Party Time” ~ S 
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Priyanka Rao  
 

Favourite memory of Fort Street: 
Everyday is a favourite memory… 
that and I can’t quite remember.   
 
Famous For: Never shutting up in 
class (?!) 

 
Myself in three words: Amusing, 
quirky, comedic  
 
Message, last words: Carpe diem! 
(seize the day)  
  
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To 
be a doctor of some sort.   
 
Favourite saying/quote: C’est la vie   

 
 
Ryan Reynolds  

 
 
Varun Sahni  
 

Most embarrassing moment: Tripping over 
every lunch time in year 7 and falling 
head first into trees.  
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: All six 
years have been great.  
 
Famous for: Tripping   

 
Myself in three words: lanky, Indian, cricket-lover  
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Doctor, family, four kids.  
 
Favourite saying/quote: “You just can’t do that and expect to get 
away with it.”  
  
“I’m not racist, I have a colour TV.” ~ Leigh Cartwright.  
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David Schaverien  
 

Nicknames: Schav, Dave  
 
Most embarrassing moment: Getting 
caught by cops pissed in a park with 
Ket, Luke and Terry  
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Be 
rich and successful.   
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Don’t argue 
with a moron because you won’t win.”  
“Sure Terry, of course there are cops.”  

 
 

 
 

Max Schollar-Root    Alannah Schuman  

 
 
 
 
Kate Scott-Murphy    Craig Sergeant 
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Devesh Sharma 
 
Nicknames: Dev, O’Dev, Robbie O’Devesh, 
Develish 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Running out 
of fuel in my car 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Spending 
time with Joven’s / Ket’s antics. 
 
Famous for: Joven says I resemble 
Carlton from Bel-Air 
 
Yourself in three words: Short, funny, 
curry 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Own a company 
 
Favourite quote/saying: “You pull the trigger, not fate.”  

 
 
Simon Sheikh     Jian Song  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alex Speirs  

 
Nicknames: Speirsy, God, Mr Australia  
 
Most embarrassing moment: Mooning the teacher in year 8 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Too many to pick one.  
 
Famous for: Being loud and arrogant  

 
Myself in three words: larger than life  
 
Message, last words: Have a good one!  
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: enjoy my life, not matter what 
I’m doing.  
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Picture Me Rollin’”  ~Tupac Shakur   
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Louise Sun  
Nicknames: Loo-wees on the Sun, L.S Hooker, Ellis, Sunkiss, Black 
Skunk 
 
Addictions: Eating, Sleeping, reading FOB books, watching FOB 
videos, playing FOB games.   
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Just the thought of coming to 
school makes me happy.   
 
Famous for: Pole dancing 

 
Myself in three words: have no life  
 
Message, last words: life is full of surprises when I’m around.  
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Be a kindergarten teacher + 
Business woman.   
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Life is hell, hell is life.”  
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
Viktor Tanevski  
 

Nicknames: Viktaaaa…, Big fella, Grizzly, Maco, Tavenevski 
 
Most embarrassing moment: splitting my pants at school  
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: friends  
 
Famous for: Looking shifty, being the only maco in the school, 
sleeping 12 hrs a day. 

 
Myself in three words: big maco fella   
 
Message, last words: “do not follow where the path may lead, go 
instead where there is no path and leave a trail.”  
 Finally wishing everyone all the best for the future.  

   
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: have a sick job, plenty of chicks, 
get married, kids, own a night club and a 10-second car.   
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Yeh Mate!”   
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Virginia Tang  
 

Nicknames: Light n Tangy, Shorty, Tangy Cheese  
 
Most embarrassing moment: i) The canteen lady refusing to serve 
me because she saw me push in line – in the yr 12 line this year!  
 ii) walking into eco class with seriously bad hair and 
getting bagged out by Mr Griffith for it. 
  
Favourite memory of Fort Street: All my great friends! + arguing 
with Kathy everyday over absolutely pointless stuff.   
 
Famous for: Visiting the school toilet at least once a day. 
 
Myself in three words: you’re soooo vain!  
 
Message, last words: I want to wish everybody the best – may you 
be happy, and never have a bad hair day!  
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Successful lawyer with my own 
make up line.   
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Remember, the less they know, the more 
they’re impressed.”  
“Kisses are like tears, the only real ones are the ones you can't 
hold back.” ~ Gina’s sb site.   

 
 
Michael Thorne 

 
 

Belinda Tran 
Nicknames: Bel, Bull, Bella 
 

Most embarrassing moment: 
entire volleyball season of ‘01 
 

Favourite memory of Fort Street: 
sneaking around at camp 
 

Famous for: being boy crazy & 
laughing too much 
 

Myself in three words: too much 
sugar 
 

Message, last words: “Have fun & 
Keep Smiling” 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: To life happily and GROW! 
 

Favourite saying/quote: “That’s beautiful”, “That’s so funny”, “Cool” 
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Jackson Trieu 
 

Nicknames: jacko, wacko, action, sub-zero, jackso 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street:  Year 10 Jig-a-thon 
 
Famous for: big jaw, always chewing gum 
 
Myself in three words: tall-lanky-dude 
 
Message, last words: “The road to success is always under 
construction” 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “What time is it? Game over time” 

 
 
 

Vesna Trobec 
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A
thletics Carnival 2003 
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Daniel Tse 
 

Nicknames: In chronological order: ‘fuzzball’, Imperative, Jogloran, 
Pliable Cat 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Executing a mini-somersault down the 
tree steps last year 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Farewelling Fabio at Hyde Park 
 
Famous for: Being a walking Langenscheidt bilingual dictionary. 
Attempting to speak like an Oscar Wilde play 
 
Myself in three words: ‘Calculated, witty, pliable.’ 
 
Message, last words: See you in the monkey-house! 

 
Favourite saying/quote: ‘Still waters run deep’ - Japanese 

 
 
Judy Tu 
 

Nicknames: Judy Tudy 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Getting told off for stealing a 5c fork 
from the canteen.  
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: The day Moynham finally wore 
pants. 
 
Famous for: Thinking too much 
 
Myself in three words: I like footy 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: just to be happy with my life 
 
Favourite saying/quote: Louise – “I am Louise”; Jenny - “Fuckin 
Fob” and “I am not a man”; Jessica – “I like Eminem”; Ara – 
“Yeah! I like the peanut ones” 
 
Message, last words: bye bye school… 
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Rakesh Tummala 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Katharine Turner 
 

Favourite memory of Fort Street: Maths questions involving moose 
 
Message, last words: “Die, doctor, that’s the last thing I’ll do” 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Become a maths teacher back at the 
Fort  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lucielle Joy Verdey 
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Nicknames: Lucillee, Sunbaby, Chille 
 
Most embarrassing moment: 20/2/2003. Enough said 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Walking on a spring morning on 
the way to school with a view of the oval, lush and green and 
framed by lavender jacarandas and my 15th birthday at Bar Italia, 
the morning of a teachers strike 
 
Famous for: My love of chocolate, oreo pencil case 
 
Myself in three words: Determined, Cynical Dreamer 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  I need chocolate 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Biological 
Scientist/Doctor/Chocolate Store Owner 
 
Message, last words: My Fortian will and testament 
To Lucy G – an eyelash straightener and my venting sessions 
To Lil – days of suntans, sunbabies and high cholesterol foods 
To Mog – catholic devotion, the deceased harajuku store& my 
makeup collection 
To Ves – holey Levis and the house of fetish 
Pri – pigtails $ the state library cram sessions 
Clatworthy – for you my atrocious singing, hyperdays and ‘Time 
of your life’ 
Baby Daniel Tse – all the dinaguan and ballot 
And finally Lucy Z – Bop Bop Bop (IOU 50c) 
Last not least to the class of 2003, I owe the food days and the 
bad, the tears and the laughter, my appalling spelling and my 
love of Italian, white and Lindt chocolates that pave the roads to 
the happiness or destinations we seek 
PS: Robert – you can have my tagalong & Ilocano dictionaries 

 

 

Luke Vu 
 

Nicknames: Lukey, Loverboy, Icecream 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Caught by cops for drinking a carton of 
Heinekens in Ashfield Park 

 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Indoor soccer incident 
 
Famous for: Beating Joven in a one on one drinkup ending with 
Joven making best friends with the toilet (21-22 shots) 
 
Myself in three words: BIG, STRONG, and HARD 
 
Message, last words: “Live life, no regrets” 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: own a casino, playboy mansion, 
and a Honda S2000 (black) 
 
Favourite saying/quote:  
“Bro, u gotta get a blow job” 
“Johnny, howz ur mum?” 
“Swear to God I only did it cos I luv you” 
“Hey Hai Song, howz ur mum?” 
“Hey fobsta, howz ur mum?” 
“sure Terry… of course they’re cops” 
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Greg Waddington 
 

Nicknames: Waddo, Reg, Gregos, Waddatron, Greginator 
 
Most embarrassing moment: letting off a ripper in Yr 7 health 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: That time when someone did 
something and it was fun and I laughed. 
 
Famous for: Swimming good and stuff, story telling 
 
Myself in three words: I like stuff 
 
Message, last words: Good bye 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Happily married, kids, well off 
 
Favourite saying/quote: Life, be in it 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Minbo Wang 
 

Nicknames: Mimbo Wing, Mimby, Mimbot, Dumbo, Pimbot Ver 
1.1, Shinuo, Johnson, Min’da bo etc... although sometimes a 
few outrageously  unorthodox individuals have call me…Minbo. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Life before the reign of the 
MAD COW. 
 
Famous for: Being Minbo. 
 
Myself in three words: Kinokunia, MSN and KFC. 
 
Message: DON’T PANIC 
 
Last words: arhh?…*shocked expression* *die* 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: Become the richest man on 
the Dole. 
 
Favourite saying/quote: We cannot direct the wind, but we can 
adjust the sails. 
The mind, earns by doing. The heart, earns by trying. 
NVNC ID VIDES, NVNC NE VIDES 
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Angela Wen 
Nickname: ang, angie, båb!, lala, fUzZbUbble 
 
Most embarrassing moment: when one of your own friends 
betrays you and you don’t just feel hurt but also stupid 
because you never saw it coming. 
 
Favourite memory of FS: laying on the driveway at the front 
of the school with the girls at lunch sunbaking, soaking it 
up like there was no tomorrow. 
 
Yourself in three words: how about two? misplaced 
idealism… 
 
Future aspirations/ambition in life:  
full-time: corporate lawyer;  
part-time: An’s 50kg handicap 
 
Favourite saying/quote: poOp. 
 
Message/last words:  
--- 
if you’re clinging onto all that’s 
evaporating,  
and just waiting for someone that 
could tell you 
where to stand or how to feel, 
go to that parking lot between all 
your dreams and fears, 
and you’ll realise the oil puddles on the pavement have  
pipedream colours if you look fast enough and 
that even the colour-blind man isn’t giving up. 
--- 

 
 
Robin Wilkins 
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Michael Wong 
 

Nicknames: Muffler 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Falling on my ass when I went for a 
high flying kick at a soccer ball 
 
Famous for: Being a Cynic 
 
Myself in three words: Sexc, very Sexc 
 
Message, last words: Da Honda S2000 is a very sexc car 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: I want to do medicine... going 
all the way for it! 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Fully”, “Sorreee…what a gangsta” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stefanie Wong 
 

Nicknames: Stef 
 
Most embarrassing moment: accidentally calling Ms Johnson ‘mum’ 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: leaving 
 
Famous for: having domestics with Jeff 
 
Myself in three words: What about ME?! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in Life: to not become a bum 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “Anything worth learning can never be 
taught” 

– Oscar Wilde 
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William Wong 
 

Nicknames: Will 
 
Famous for: being crazy bout cars… 
but not having a licence 
 
Favourite saying/quote: “It’s all good” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ty Wood      David Wu 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Jack Wu 
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Wister Wu 
 

Nicknames: WIS, WEND 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Buming wit da boiz 
 
Famous for: The best athlete, analytical critique 
 
Yourself in three words: Interesting, egotistical, athletic 
 
Message, last words: For the people I don’t know, I hope I never 
see you again. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: God of gambling. 
 
Favourite saying/Quote: Go fuck yourself. Yeah ok guy. GL 

 
 

Eileen Xie 
 

Nicknames: Leeny, Eileeny weeny, Eileeny sausage (Jensyn loves 
this one) 
 
Most embarrassing moment: I can’t remember but I did get kicked 
out of the school library. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: The numerous times when I’ve 
used my free periods constructively to talk/gossip/laugh with my 
wonderful friends. 
 
Famous for: Procrastinating, staying up late, jigging and annoying 
Teresa. 
 
Yourself in three words: Optimistic, Wacky, Procrastinator. 
 
Message, last words: ☺ 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Get a good job, have a family, 
be happy. 
 
Favourite saying/Quote: Huh? What? I’m tired, I want to sleep. 
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Xi Yang 
 

Nicknames: C2 = XY 
 
Famous for: Frizzy hair (NOT NEMORE) 
 
Yourself in three words: D!sTurbEd k@ctU$… 
 
Message, last words: 45683 U ^_^ 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: scheibe 
 
Favourite saying/Quote: Milson’s pt, Manly Heart syrgery, Holeman 
Z, Olympic park, Black Noodles, Stars, Prefect, Horsey Shirt, 
Popcorn Pen, Green Tea, FISH!!! Triple Jump, Grape, Library, 
Gemini, Prawn, Open Day, FOTO, Paranoia, Sim, FOXTEL, MOVIES, 
obba, pacific, SI  YOU…hehehe ^^. 

 
 
Henry Yoo      Michael Yu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Qian Yu 
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Terry Yuan 
 

Nicknames: TEZ, Terry beater. 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Show-in-the-water incident. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Indoor soccer episode. 
 
Famous for: Walking across the gate near the music rooms. Farts. 
Kicked out of Ashfield park for drinking case of Heinekens. 
Releasing urine into school’s water supply. 
 
Yourself in three words: 50kg, Mainlander, Psychotic. 
 
Message, last words: There are two things this world needs - more 
of MP5s and 9mm rounds. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Dole-bludger 
 
Favourite saying/Quote: If I had a shot gun… 

 
 
Benjamin Yuen 

 
 
Jay Zhang 
 

Nicknames: J 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Continuous, fearsome, aimless 
competitions 
 
Famous for: Not being famous. 
 
Yourself in three words: Why, Active, Bright. 
 
Message, last words: Procrastination is the key to failure. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: To gain finanacial, spiritual, 
intellectual, social independence – travel the world, enjoy what I 
have, stop wasting time. 
 
Favourite saying/Quote: The world is a tiny willage. There’s no pint 
worrying about it. You know, um.. yeah… You can only live in the 
present! Me fail english, that’s unpossible! 
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Jessica Zhang 
 

Nicknames: Jessi, MessiJessi, J-Alias, ca-zang. 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Every Tuesday, week b, when I have 3 
periods of maths. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Whenever we are on the field and 
the weather is fine…weird stuff happens… 
 
Yourself in three words: I want candy! 
 
Message, last words: Bring it on, I say 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: To be the one who brings peace 
to the Middle-East, or to own my own lolly shop. 
 
Favourite saying/Quote: Get off me Louise. 

 
 
 
 
Johnny Zhang 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Johnny Zhang 

Nicknames: John, John J. 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Getting told off by the teacher about 
ugly handwriting in front of class. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: When Haisong got paid out by a yr 
8  kid (Haisong had nothing!) When I beat Enoch in yr 8 in maths, 
science and English. 
 
Famous for: Making shit up, being lost, pissing people off, getting 
out of trouble. 
 
Yourself in three words: World’s Best Driver. 
 
Message, last words: It was like that when I got here. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: F1 driver, business Tycoon, 
NBA’s MVP, play the piano. 
 
Favourite saying/Quote: Hey, where am I? Where’s my ladle? 
 
My Heroes: Michael Schumacher, Sultan of Brunei 
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Richard Zhang 
 
Nicknames: YAK, DIK, Yank-it. 
 
Most embarrassing moment: In open soccer one game, 3 metres out, 
open goal. Tipping over the ball, stumbling across goal line with 
the ball. Ugliest goal ever!! ☺ 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Being part of the FOB group over 
two fun years. Good work boys!!! 
 
Famous for: Over-exaggerating my soccer prowess, being DIK 
 
Yourself in three words: Short, SXC, Smartarse. 
 
Message, last words: Work hard, play easy. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Speak 5 languages, work in UN. 
Young – penthouse apartment, nice car, women. Older – 3 kids, 
nice house, beautiful wife. 
 
Favourite saying/Quote: A wise man once said – He who sleeps on 
an itchy arse, wakes up with a smelly finger. 

 
 

Ben Zhao 
 

Nicknames: Benny, Big Ben, Benn, Sick-cunt, No.1 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Mooning with testicles hanging out 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: Andrew running into barbed wire, 
licking old parliament house and Jenolan Caves. 
 
Famous for: My passive nature, my willingness to help others, and 
my big footballs. 
 
Yourself in three words: Kind, Loving, Caring. 
 
Message, last words: You can always come to me for help! 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: Nobel Prize for rugby. 
 
Favourite saying/Quote: I’m not a bully. I’m not a girl, not yet a 
woman. Don’t go chasing waterfalls. 
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Lucy Zou 
 

Nicknames: Luxi Panda Silver Youko, Luce, Lychee, Luce A Ma 
Goose, Leechy Luc(k)y. In year 3: Luchiada, Kitsune-chan, Nee-
chan 
 
Most embarrassing moment: Stranded on the top branch of a giant 
tree on a windy day, while a couple made out underneath. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: My friends and the many great 
things/pranks we’ve done. 
 
Famous for: My carefree nature and my love of Anime and Manga 
drawings. 
 
Yourself in three words: Crazy, Adventurous, Fun. 
 
Message, last words: Look on the bright side of life. The glass is half 
full. 
 
Future aspirations/Ambition in life: To live life to the full, to get a 
Porche, live on an island resort. 
 
Favourite saying/Quote: The past is a memory, the future is 
uncertain, the present is a gift so enjoy it while you can. 
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Peter Pan (continued) 
 
 
Nickname(s): XaNTh0, PaNtHo, Pingu, PinGor, PingNus, 
Ping Pong 
 
Most Embarrasing moment: Teacher came into camp room 
at a bad time. 
 
Favourite memory of Fort Street: The flexibility of my 
invisible timetable. 
 
Famous for: Having such a Special name. On a high most 
of da time and eating ice cream every single day. 
 
Yourself in three words: short, crazy/high, chatterbox 
 
Message, last words:  
Its always sad to say goodbye but the best way to walk 
the road of life is by walking it with a positive attitude. 
Although both time and distance may make you think that 
friendships are drifting apart, but it makes you "realise" 
how important your friends really are. "You never know 
how important it is until you've lost it". We should all keep 
that in mind and treasure everybody around you. BUT IN 
REALITY, no one is forgotten nor can friendship drift apart. 
My friends, Keep in contact and thanks for your support 
for all these years. Frenz Foreva. 
 
Future aspirations/ambition in life: Hope everyone is Health. 
Having a Loving Family and a successful Career. Basically 
a simple yet sucessful man. 
 
Favourite saying: "It's All Good", "It'll be fine" 
 
Favourite quote: "Want, u have to make a choice, and u 
will be commited to it.... but... should is a decision, when 
a sacrifice have to be made..." - My best friend 
The above quote is really really deep and it has helped me 
broaden my view on life.sing… 

 

Enoch Lau
Placed Image
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By Haisong Lu and Michael Wong 
 
fobsta united 
 

First of all, let me introduce you to all the 
members of “FOBSTA UNITED”, proudly 
consisting of Haisong Lu, Michael Wong, Chui 
Chen, Phillip Phra… whatever, Chris Li, Richard 
Zhang and Gavin Huynh.  
 

Well… you might want to ask, ʺWhy the 
hell do they want to call themselves ʹFOBSTAʹ for, 
isn’t that self-deprecating?ʺ  Well, let me tell you 
this, all these people share one common similarity- 
that is, they are all “newbies” to Fort Street. Most of them came from nearby high schools, such as 
Homebush Boys, Sefton and Concord West. However, one person in particular (Chris Li) came all the way 
from South Africa to study. (Weird EH?).   
 

OK… to those people who don’t know what a “F.O.B” is, it is an abbreviation for “Fresh Off the 
Boat”, satirising those who cannot speak English ʺprobablyʺ.  In Fort Street, the label “Notorious FOBSTA” 
probably belongs to the boy from Shanghai, Mr. Haisong Lu, he is 18 years old, and his favorite singer is Jay 
Chow and David Tao.  
 

NOTORIOUS: “Well, I came to Sydney in 1996, and when I first arrived in Australia, the only words 
I could speak were “Yes” and “No”. I remember at Homebush boys, when a teacher asked me what my 
name was? Instead of replying my name, I answered “yes…” She laughed and asked me again but in a 
different manner, “your name please, your name…!” I was confused and I didn’t know what to do and so I 
replied “No” (haha…).  I think that teacher got really pissed at me. In 2001, I did the selective entrance test, 
the English section was damn hard, I remember I had to read the article 3 times in order to get the main 
ideas. However, God bless me, I got into Fort Street!”  

 
“Ironically, the person who first labeled me as a “FOB”, Mr. Andrew Diong (the Monkey), somehow 

dresses “FOBIER” than me. No offence Andrew, I can still remember the revolting smell of your “never-
washed” shirt, your shit quality pants and the most “Chinaman” thongs ever. Man, you’re visual pollution!” 
 

In terms of academic success, Richard Zhang is by far the “best of the best” in our group.  He came 
first in Chemistry in the half yearly, 15 out of 15 for his globalisation assessment, 90 out of 100 for his 
economics trial, 96 out of 100 for his chemistry trial and blah blah blah… (Man that guy is a freak!).  
 

DIK:  “Oi… as you all know, Iʹm (a) Dik and I was also born a Chinaman. Iʹm confident, smart, cool, 
and I think Iʹm sexy. Many people think Iʹm ugly, but thatʹs just ʹcuz theyʹve got bad taste. Some think that 
Iʹm a freak and study 10 hours a day, but I am actually the ultimate party animal!. I often tell people in Fort 
Street that I want to do Commerce/ Law when I grow up, but my secret ambition is to actually become a 
sexy porn star. I also like going to karaoke to show off my superb Gay Chow singing skillz.” 

 
Well, the sexiest person in the group is probably Michael Wong.  He was the “chick magnet” in year 

11- everyone wanted to talk to him. However, in year 12, he became quieter and more studious.  Michael 
Wong is an ABC, but English is still his worst subject.  Michael is also known as “Muffy” (don’t know what 
that means… mafia?).  
 

MIK: “Yo wutup! Unlike Fobmaster Haisong, I did not share any ʺFobbyʺ experiences during my 
childhood in primary school nor in Tech High; but I am still called a FOB thanks to my good fob pal, 
Haisong. After transferring to FS, I have constantly been harassed and told to ʺcalm downʺ and not to ʺstart 
sh*tʺ with people which, of course, cannot be helped! I think Iʹm mad at kicking, but every time I try to kick 
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someone, I end up getting my ass kicked. I remember one time when I went up for a high flying kick at a 
soccer ball but ended up landing right my ass! Another time was when Joven and I were fighting over a 
newspaper. I went for a kick at Jovenʹs head, but Joven the cheap, dumb “it-shay” ducked down, stuck out 
his fist out and ran into my balls! God that was painful. But despite these painful memories, I really enjoyed 
my time at FS and I wish everyone all the best in the future!ʺ 
 

Chui Chen, AKA Simon Chen, is famous for his hairy legs and his insanity.  The guy is from Fu 
Jiang, P.R of China, a city near the coast and famous for its seafood.  For the past 3 generations, Chui’s 
family has been selling “fish” for a living. However, in 1995, his family got broke and they “swam” all the 
way from Fu Jiang to Australia via the Pacific Ocean to seek asylum. On the way, they were chased by the 
Australian navy and deadly sharks.  Somehow, they made it to shore and started a new life.  
 

CHUI: “Fully Sick, Fully Sick…! I like hot 
chix, any age…(17 – 30). I used to shoot a lot of 
aeroplanes, but now, I stopped, because I think Its 
very immoral. I am a devoted Chritian. I read Bible 
everyday and I pray everyday. I also recommend 
other people to do the same, because you will get into 
heaven if you do it. I have a very big ambition, which 
is to become a judge, Judge Chui, because I think 
judges are fully sic. Also my other ambition is to have 
lots of wives, because I love women. Also I think that 
I am a very talented person.  
 

In the group, Phillip Phrakaysone is 100% Mr. 
“nice guy”. Heʹs got all the qualities of a perfect man 
– leadership, generosity, charisma and etc (maybe not the looks…). Mr Phrukurson is from Laos, he is 18 
years old, 185cm tall, weigh 75kg and his home phone number is 9788 ****. And he only charges 5c/hr! 
That’s a bargain for what your getting from him! So if you are really desperate for a nice bloke, call him now!  
 

PHIL: “Yea thatʹs right! Call me if youʹre sexy! Iʹm Phil, commonly known as ʹFraggieʹ to some, and 
ʹFraggleʹ to others and a select group of individuals know me as Barry White (aka.The Love God). Ever since 
starting Fort Street, I have been rumored to be a pedophile and I’m telling you guys, that is so not true! Just 
because I talk to really young chicks doesn’t mean I’m a pedophile is it? *Cough Cough* . And to tell the 
truth, I seriously have developed a fetish for little girls, and I just canʹt help it! The all those young chics here 
are soooo sexy! Oh my god, check out those sexy legs of theirs… (DROOL)… !ʺ 
 

As mentioned above, Chris Li came from South Africa, he is the shortest person in the group 
(155cm), in fact, the whole grade.  When people call him a “midget”, he gets pissed off. But for his age, he is 
quite short.  I often wonder why heʹs so short, is it because an elephant accidentally stamped on him in 
South Africa and therefore stunted his growth? (hmmmz…. Interesting)  
 

SPIKE: ʺWell, what can I say? Iʹm short, stooped, but sexy. In Fort St, to make up for my inferior 
height, I have developed into a BEAST in my very own ways. My beasty performances at karaoke studios, 
my smart-arse comments to peers, my spiky African-style hair, and my ʹclaimʹ to have a 24 cm floppy 
sausage down below have seriously made me sexier than ever! YEAAAH BABY~!ʺ 
 

At last, but not least, Gavin Huynh!  He looks a bit Chinese, a bit Filo, a bit Indian, a bit Vietnamese 
and a bit African!  In short, he is mix! A very FINE mix! Gavin is good at 3-unit math and physics. He wants 
to be an engineer in the future. 
 

GAV: ʺThatʹs BS man, I actually want be a gambler when I grow up. During every maths period and 
lunch time I play poker with Joven, ma man, to try to beat him for once. Joven is just too good. 

I hope you enjoyed our profile, and we wish you all the luck in the future.  *Da FoBz* 
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People who have left … 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By Claire Cherrington 
 
the gay brigade 

 

 
What can be said about the gay brigade? Well, it’s a group of fine homosexuals who have banded 

together from various other groups; namely The Weird Scary Tree People, and The Valley Ho’s, plus one 
obscure member who will remain unnamed as yet, who magically came from a far off shire school of 
technology for boys. We’re very diverse, so, in a great display of our zero tolerance for heterophobia, 
we’ve included straight females, one of whom’s sexuality is somewhat ambiguous, but she swears she’s a 
breeder. 

 
This amazingly impressive (and modest…) group has only come about quite recently, about 

midway through 2002, however we have formed quite solid friendships. Each person in this group is a very 
strong individual, and I will strive to outline them all as best I can. 

 
Starting off, we have “Damn Straight” who most certainly isn’t. I hope he doesn’t kill me… we all 

know this boy for his various crushes on various people (let us name no names). What can be said about 

The FORT STREET Traitor File 
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him? His dark locks cemented perfectly in place, he has a great sense of humour, varying greatness in 
dress sense and a hug for everyone. 

 
“El Presidente” is our political spokesperson. She is incredibly outspoken and can win a duel 

against the most fearsome of red-haired tyrants. She too has an amazing sense of humour, but she is 
almost best known for her ability to fall over in any situation, anywhere. I say she’s our most likely future 
president. (When we have a republic.) Her slogan will be: “El Presidente-- a seriously twisted munch.” 

 
“He-Dyke” is one of the best known flamboyantly fabulous fags in our grade, indeed the school. If 

he wasn’t a gay boy he’d be a lesbian, and what a lesbian he’d make. His knowledge of all things dyke, 
funny and grotty is the envy of any well-read member of the English staff. He has a smile to light up the 
room and the joke to follow it. 

 
“Blondie” fulfils three roles for the group; she is our token black, one of our token straights, and 

our token bimbo. She’s a great aid for any amateur comedian’s ego; she’ll laugh at bloody anything. Our 
world is here, and hers is over there in the distance somewhere where she’s twirling her hair. Once when 
she was on a soup diet her dad bought her a whole chicken (A WHOLE CHICKEN!!) and this story is far 
more important than anything anyone else could ever come up with. 

 
“El Nino” is only an occasional member of the Gay Brigade; in fact she only gets in by default cos 

k.d. lang couldn’t make it. She doesn’t have an accent and she’s really tall. The end. WELL! Actually she 
does have an accent, and woe betide you if she’s being bitchy at you because she sounds like a certain 
Sandy from Daria and the comment comes out sounding fifty billion kazillion times as bitchy. 

 
Sporty Dyke is this group’s resident sport-a-holic, food-a-holic, and not-funny-a-holic. The 

blondish fuzzness that is her hair has varying degrees of spikeyness, and she’s as adept at falling over as 
El Presidente. She can always fill the hole at the end of a conversation that doesn’t need filling; in fact, 
she’s unfunny to the very end.  Her one redeeming feature is her never-failing ability to polish off 
whatever food is left uneaten; there is no need for rubbish bins when Sporty’s around! 

 
“The Crazy Rat Girl” hates to be likened to Tatu (as Presidente likes to put it, fake lesbian 

chipmunks) but we liken her anyway. I suppose she is known for her… uh, well maybe fashion sense is too 
strong, but hey, we love her anyway. She has quite the twisted sense of humour, so a laugh is always easy 
to be found. 
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Popcorn Banana 
 muffin 
 Sugar cake 

 

Plum 
pudding 
 

Jellybean 
 

This is where you 
will find us…at our 
trademark 
location…having a 
party!!!

Jane, Divija, Shruti, Nori, Alannah 
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Welcome to da Azn pages!  

These next few pages will be about the asian community….oh yea, and the 2 blacks at Fort 
Street High. 

We're one big happy family and within us are many smaller groups. Step inside to find out more 
about the wondrous personalities within. =D 

 
The Cab boyz [d!mm!e, timmy, addz, andi, g-lai, louie-g] are a group of guys that live in and 
around Cabramatta and are broz for life.  
The Easties [wis, sun, benz, wacko, bob, mike, kesh, joven] are the inner west gooks unlike the 
outer west Cab boys, hanging about in Burwood and watching about 50 movies a year!  
The Dick Dreamers [jay, pete, zane, andi, sun] are our main b-ball crew but they are just a bunch 
of perverted little boys.  
2BnW [fazz, louie-g, g-lai] are a bunch of stooges that take drugs n smoke all day.  
And finally, the [9]ners [ara, bel, ileen, jennifa, jenny, jess, judy, louise, vina] are a bunch of 
byootiful chickz dat like to party and noe how to hav fun.=D 
 

And just before u turn the page…Zane’s final words to you: 
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We all come from the streets of the West, 
Led by Thuan with his puffed pigeon chest, 
Tim and Add are always steady see, 
Andy prowling round seekin shit for free, 
Louie and Geoff complete our bumming 
crew, 
Dogged by crippled, lanky Jackson Trieu. 
 
Got together official in two oh oh one, 
We be chillin, ballin, havin some fun, 
Movies, tuition, bowling all day, 
Mahjong, tekken, no jobs no pay. 
Timegone, library, everywhere we'll be, 
Sizzlers, Red Lea, Pho at Won-Kee. 
 
Before Louie arrived in 2002, 
We were a beastie basketball crew, 
Shaking up the game at the Cabramatta 
courts. 
Once a bum wif some Jimmy came up to us, 
Claiming our ball was a 2 year old chick, 

He rubbed that thing all 
over his dick! 
Then there was the scene 
at the chinese new year 
fest 
We got ourselves into a 
little mess, 
As cops chased us up n 
down the train, 
We din buy tickets and we 
were gonna feel pain, 
We kept on running but 
with no luck, 
We each got fined some fifty bucks. 
 
We got more stories to tell you all, 
But we gotta go, can’t tell anymore, 
It’s been fun these past few years, 
We even shared a coupla tears, 
But even through all da stryfe 
We still be bros 4 life. 

 
Cab-boiz© 
 
We are the Easties – Joven, Wis, Bob, Mike, Ben, Jacko and Sunny. 
Bwood to Chiswick, Belfield to Campsie. We kick CabBoy ass in 
everything we do best. You know why? Cuz we’re the boys from 
the Inner-West! But dis section aint bout dem. We got together 
pretty much by yr9. Joven, Wis, Sun and Bob knew each other in 
yr7, waiting at the same bus stop after school. Mike and Ben – same story, same bus. Jacko 
on the other hand was a CabBoy defector, moving in 2001 to Bwood after 16 long years. RIP 
Jacko 1986 – 2001.  
Neway, the Easties are notorious for Mike’s shiftiness,  
Jacko’s “chronic ass problem”, Wis and Ben’s antics,  
Sun’s Iverson fetish, Joven’s  randomness, and Bob’s  
misogynistic philosophy. 
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ANECDOTES 
• Of all of Mike’s shifties, this one stands out the most: After 

flipping Johnny’s bag in Chemistry, Mike pulls out the 
shiftiest trick in the book. He then goes and flips his OWN 
bag, to make it seem that he was innocent. Johnny then 
proceeds to blame Jackson and seeks vengeance. Now that 
is shiftiness at its best. 

• Eileen’s Christmas party: Besides Joven’s one man war 
against the alcohol – drinking more than 20 shots and 
proceeding on a date with the toilet, Bob’s commentary about himself was too much to handle. A 
little drunk and just out of the pool, Bob took a piss, came out, looked around, and in a loud voice 
proclaimed to everyone present, “Man I have a small penis!”. Jackson fell off his chair. 

• Joven and Jacko’s notorious underground, unlicensed boxing match held at Bwood PCYC on 12/06/02. 
Sunny was the referee, Wis was Joven’s trainer, Andrew was Jacko’s trainer. The fight went on for 
two whole rounds. Jacko got some good shots to Joven’s head, while Joven landed consistent body 
blows. The fight was of epic proportions with neither fighter budging, until in the third, Jacko was 
forced to retire after one too many body shots from Joven meant he needed to vomit. Post match 
celebration was held down at Burger King between both gladiators. 

 

DICK DREAMERS: 
 We are the Dick Dreamers - Andrew, Jay, Sunny, Zane, Pete. we are the pick of the Bball players 
outta the group.  
 Not only us, but all yr12 bball players are prolly most well known for kicking the younger grades off 
our courts. Andi, Sun and Jay are beasty at that dribbling sort of shite and can do all sorts of weird tricks,  
and can drill their shots in mostly everytime. Zane is noted for copying other peoples move but can usually 
pull most of em off now. Where as Pete is like the odd one out, hes the only one that cant dribble for a rats 
arse, yet he has inside presence and is well noted for banking most of his shots.  
 We do not only play bball, most of us have one special thingy in common. We're all a bit screwed in 
the head, wait, very screwed apart from Sun that is who says he’s very very very innocent. Out of everyone, 
Pete is prolly the most screwed, he’s the one to blame for bringing all the gay shite to Fort which includes 
arse/penis groping, toilet shaking, pissng on the floor, which eventually led to Zane getting busted for sexual 
harrassment...hahaha! Zane well, he just wants to rape women, lotsa them. Every1 noes by 2010, he'll be in 
jail for rape, child molestation/pornography etc... Jay is like the biggest hard cunt, plus he also enjoys sexual 
gestures almost as much as Peter and Zane and takes arse groping a little too far sometimes. Andi is just 
like we ird,.... he like says the most random stuff, especially what he said abt Eileen’s dad... anyways so that 
sums it up for the Dick Dreamers. oh yeh, did I mention our group is quite...gay? but that’s coo!L…it just 
means we're comfortable with our sexuality! Neways, if u want to play ball, just ask =D 
 

2BnW: 

 
Geoff, Louie , Fazz 

  
 In 01, with the arrival of the freshies, one fat fuck 
stood out. Quickly recruited by a black wannabe kent, they 
created moments which were to attract the attention of a 
rather feminine poof. We are 2BnW, linked by the 
compulsion of nicotine. We been through chemical highs, 
incapacitating liquids, unreturned borrowings, countless 
hours of loitering and even forceable apprehension. Smiles 
and tears……..  BOIZ  4  LIFE ..  Azns © 

SUPPLEMENTS 
 
Angus – gronk 2 da max - weed 
 
Thu and Tony – Miss u boiz of late but 
u got fazz next yr – marlboro reds 
 
Leo -  scabbing kent – win gold 
 
Phil – tum bei ju – mild 7 
 
Joven – rhyming fool – cartier 
 
Thuan -  baby ‘bum puffer’ lungs 
 
Leigh – lf2 
 
Campbell – always gotta durry – dun 
blue 
 
Rebecca , Stef, and Anh – junkie 
companions together -  longbeach 
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Two Lebs, a dog and THE @ziAn house 
 

David Jiang (a.k.a Jiang): From 7O, he is 
famous for his great “one-liners”.  He can be 
found sitting around playing Magic during 
recess and lunch. At times, he will go to the 
toilet and come back being laughed at by the 
group for the unusual walk. His favourite 
moment with the group was definitely year 10 
camp. Loves BoA, but has really bad breath. 
 
David Wu (a.k.a Daewu): From 7F, he is famous 
for sticking an ad up on Moynham’s window. 
Once annoyed everyone by bringing a fat tag-a-
long to parties (his student, fat boy Laurence). 
He use to live in Lewisham and it was our 
hideout from school during years 8, 9 and parts 
of year 10. For someone who claims to be 
Shang, his Chinese is rather poor. Currently 
known for never attending class and jigging 
with his GF.  
 
Devesh Sharma (a.k.a Dog): From 7R and is the 
only curry of the group.  He is the self-claimed 
vegetarian but was caught eating a meat pie in 
year 8. Now, he is a full homie, so don’t try to 
start him! As well, he prides himself on 
knowing one Cantonese word – “GOW” (Canto 
for dog). 
 
 
Enoch Lau (a.k.a Nerd / Ewok): From 7F, he is famous for his unsuccessful attempt of asking a girl in our 
grade out. (There, there, Enoch…one day) He describes himself as friendly and generous but he is actually 
really stingy. Dux of the grade for 5 years already, he wants to become a scientist  NERD!!! His Chinese 
is also pathetic for someone that was born in HK.  
 
Eric Cheung (a.k.a Bert): From 7T and he is least “fobby” person in the group. Mr. Ricky C is an expert in 
handball, but a complete amateur at Chinese, or anything Asian. Some call him the ‘Asian’ jock of the 
group and he has a twin that everyone has at least seen once in their life. When he grows up, he wants to 
be taller. P.S. Kevin doesn’t like your dog! 
 
Garry Chang (a.k.a Little Gary): From 7R and he has a girl’s Chinese name. A bit anti-social at times but 
he joins in whenever we make fun of Jiang. Has undergone the biggest change in the group when he went 
out for the first time and watched Matrix Reloaded with us. He follows the English Premier League and he 
is the only one of us who does IPT.  
 
Gary Chen (a.k.a Big Gary / Gorilla): From 7O, he is famous for his charcoal chicken place. He has all the 
game systems and loves to draw anime. He has long hair and looked like a girl in a sticker photo back in 
year 9. He doesn’t run and you can poke him in the stomach and he won’t feel a thing. Gary is also Mr. 
Congeniality and is currently carrying a little one of four months.  
 
George Hu (a.k.a Little Sheep): From 7R, he has a big temper for such a small guy. Although one of the 
oldest ones in the group, he is still very much a kid at heart; he loves his gameboy and has a strange habit 
of tape recording people. When he’s not pissed about Chemistry, he will bring his Mahjong set to school 
for all to play.  
 
Jack Wu (a.k.a. Jacky): From 7F, he is famous for his flexibility. There have been rumours about him 
being a paedophile, but for the purposes of keeping this PG, we won’t go into detail. He is a chess master 
and once put bottles of gel in his hair to intimidate/charm Sydney Boys in Year 10. He also has the best 
manners in the group.  
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Jason Chan (a.k.a Mr Potato Head): From 7I, he is famous for his shorts and being the first Asian with a 
mullet. Obsessed with games, he has three younger sisters, or as he says, two sisters and a twin brother. 
He has never jigged, but was caught in bed with two other members of the group one fateful night in year 
11 camp. Tag - ~MPH~ 
 
Jay Zhang (a.k.a J): Came in year 11 and can sometimes get on people’s nerves for bossing people round 
in a friendly game of soccer. He came from Parramatta High and his first friend at Fort Street was Devesh. 
He is an active player and is very studious. He also sweats like a running tap and he tends to speak his 
mind.  
 
Jim Ding (a.k.a. Ernie): From 7T, he left us at the end of Year 9. He is famous for his generosity of letting 
us copy his homework/tests. He’s a playful character and a bit of a roly-poly – estimated measurements – 
28, 33, 28! During his time at Fort Street, Jim was regularly seen wearing faded pink PE shorts and he 
sometimes runs like as if he’s swimming freestyle.  
 
Johnson Gao (a.k.a Pink Elephant): From 7O, he is famous for a variety of things. Has embarrassed 
himself a number of times with the group (wall ball, tennis, French class, debating, etc, etc) but he is a 
very friendly person. Tends to smell like a camel and has staged the miracle weight loss when he came 
back from China – according to some, at least 20kgs! As well, Ping notices that his zipper is undone at 
least once every 5 months. 
 
Kevin Ha (a.k.a HAbib): From 7O, he is famous for living in mini-Lebanon and having 30+ cousins to back 
him up. Mr. Ha has the ability to laugh at anything but has no brains when it comes to Magic or Starcraft. 
His mole has actually stopped growing and he once stayed in the disabled toilet at Burwood for 10 
minutes so that he can wait to sneak into a movie. One day, he’ll finally start singing songs that are not 
by Twins.  
 
Ping Pan (a.k.a Pingu / Peter Pan): From 7T, he is famous for creating toy porn movies. He throws great 
parties and was the first in the group to do something strange with animals (the fish). Peter Pan has done 
something wacko to his hair at least once every year since year 10 and he once accidentally proposed to 
someone in our group (a guy) when he was high. In the future, he will fly to Never Never Land with Wendy.  
 
Qiao Nan Han (a.k.a Qiaobo): Came in year 11, he quickly settled into the group with his love for Magic 
and he’s cluelessness. Qiaobo is in some way related to HAbib because he talks like a Leb sometimes. He 
has the funniest actions when playing hackysack. Favourite words include: hairy, elite, ugly and anal, and 
he has a weird attraction to a guy in Sydney Tech.  
 
Ryan Reynolds (a.k.a. Ryan sucks þεπ|§ę$): From 7T, he is the only skip of the group. Undoubtedly a Leb 
in disguise, he has a big collection of pirated DVDs. He is the best soccer player of the group and 
according to Jason, pissed on his hair one day and made it turn yellow. His full name is Ryan Owen 
Charles Reynolds and going to PC is the ultimate highlight of his day.  
 
Sam Su Chen (a.k.a Lostie): Came in year 11, he is 
the biggest fob of the group. He has a funny 
Chinaman accent and he has a unique skill in 
crossing his legs. According to some girls, Mr. Lostie 
is perfect for commercials selling beauty products. 
He is so lost that whenever he joins a conversation, 
he will remain lost till the end. He will always have 
a pen in his pocket. 
 
Sheng Hua (a.k.a. Shengbo): Came in Year 11, he is 
an extremely quiet guy. Studious and generous, he 
is usually found in the library with Xiao and Jay. He 
spends his recess and lunch reading the paper or 
eating a No Frills packet of cheese rings. Although 
he catches the same bus as Johnson, it is clear that 
he has not been influenced.  
 
Shinuo Liu (a.k.a Fart bomb): From 7R, he is 
famous for breaking wind whenever it’s silent. He 
has good timing and management and can break 
wind every 4 hours (1:47 & 5:47). His lips are so big 
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that some say that when he smiles, it looks like Luna Park. With the loudest laugh in the group, he also 
has an uncanny resemblance to a famous Chinaman. One day, he might change the one hairstyle that he 
has had since Year 7.  
 

Wayland Le (a.k.a Wayz): From 7F, he is famous for his 
bike and helmet. On special occasions, he will do the 
bumblebee dance for the group and he enjoys drawing 
stick people. Although not fat, he has a similar belly size 
to Fat Tony from the Simpsons. As well, he is a great 
swimmer and is a genius when it comes to software 
programming. He is one of Qiaobo’s Magic colleagues. 
 
William Wong (a.k.a Will): From 7R, he is famous for his 
obsessive nature. He is obsessed with cars and with the 
not-so-pretty HK singer, Joey Yung. On a science trip, 
Gary invented William’s sex symbol – the circle. He is the 

typical honkie and his younger brother is whom he calls “mini Gary”. Apparently, from a secret source, Mr. 
Wong also has a collection of moisturizers at home. And finally, he likes orange shoes.  
 
Xiao Gui (a.k.a. Gravity): Came in Year 11, he looks like the Chairman of China. He has big stereotypical 
thick glasses and he giggles at the most bland things. Xiao is a chess freak and there is a strong bond 
between Qiao and him because of these overt similarities. He is usually spotted eating a sausage roll or a 
meat pie.  
 

   Compiled by Kevin and Ping, finished @ 1:23am 18/9/03 
 

Ping’s Ark 
 

Gather around and hear the tale, 
A tale of the great penguin, the great man. 
The story is joyful and funny and but hale. 

For the man is Peter, jolly good Ping Jie Pan. 
 

Down in the fort the great man was. 
A blesseed mark on his face. 

A bruise it was like not that it was. 
But to me, I know he's the ace. 

 
So there I was with Ping, the dude and the penguin; 

Along came the gorilla with a mushroom head 
With a circle, not sex genuine. 

A funny sight it was, you'll laugh till you're dead. 
 

Say that's an interesting sight 
The dog chasing the mole 

With the pink elephant bellowing with might, 
And that was us, as a body of whole. 

 
Three years of fun we had 

The good utopian lords and kings 
To the air mercenaries that wasn't so bad 

And damn that Sorch Angel, Ping. 
 

Three years of friendship we had 
Like a torch ever glowing. 

For we have each other, never ever sad. 
Let the bond be ever growing. 

 
But this is your story, today is your day, da penguin 

I got to tip my hat to you 
For you're the one, the man, the penguin. 

Ping HAppy Birthday to You ! 

- By our good friend Jim, a poem he wrote for Ping on his 16th 
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Ben, JinJu, Luke, Terry, An, Michael, Albert, Geoffrey
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Angela, Ruby, Kathy, Virginia, Belinda, Melissa, Amy, Haily, Meg, CC 
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aPPLe  
says:" don't talk about computers or science"  
infamous for: laugh-a-lot  
last words: abjx 4eva 
Left: Amy Bao 

 

Pop Princess
Music and fashion guru

Right: Melissa Ellingworth

Lite ‘n’ Tangy 
“Vanity is the best policy” 
Vertically challenged 
Hates science but loves transgenic 
Left: Virginia Tang 

 

OnKa(!_!)AR
Chinese music guru

President of the anti-fob movement
Right: Angela Diec

 

Hot-blooded 
Always found in short sleeve shirt and pants 
…Even when it’s FREEZING 
No jacket unless it’s 5 sub zero 
Left: Haily Nguyen 

 

Chewy
Insomniac/night chick/cat burglar

Does not own a microwave and hence is a 
REAL culinary expert

Right: Ruby Chiu

Katchoo 
Has experience in newspaper delivery 
Loves to argue with Kwok and Virginia 
Last words “don’t touch the cap” 
Left: Kathy Nguyen 

 

Cactus
Bottomless pit of a stomach

XY=C2

Right: XiXi Yang

 

Schmegs 
Lives on a farm 
Experienced Serial Dater 
Insanely in love with Piggy 
Left: Meg He 

 

BaeBi BeL
Designated Driver

Serial Poker…accomplice = Chewy
Last words: “You’re Mean!”

Right: Belinda Lu  
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Jonathan, Varun, David Kwok, Iwen, Aniket, David Schaverien, Simon, Viktor, Alex 

 

 
Well where do we start!? Obviously we’ve 
never written anything like this before… but 
hey, here goes! 
 
Over the years… no that sounds a bit 
wanky. 
 
Since the dawn of time, well yr 7… no still 
not quite right… 
 
Well, as you can see, we aren’t gonna get 
this intro right, so lets cut straight to the 
chase. As mates, we have been through a 
lot together, and over the years they’re 

have been a few events that have definitely 
stood out. If there’s one thing we’re 
remembered for, it’s definitely the way we 
filled the upper Kilgour quad with all those 
chants that the teachers hated so very 
much! And who can forget the absolute 
torture we’ve put the lab lady through… she 
even sent work cover out to investigate us! 
But reflecting on our years at Fort St, 
there’s definitely one thing, or to be more 
specific, one person, who stands out the 
most. The X fortian himself,  
Mathew Fordham. Nothing short of a 
larakin at heart, what we got up (at his 
insistance… of course) always got us in to 
trouble. From the time he “almost” kissed 
Alex, to the time he did over $40 000 
damage to the cars of Palace St, he’s 
always provided us with a good old laugh… 
if not at the expense of others. And 
speaking of a laugh, no reflection would be 
complete without mention of the man, Alex 
“Simply the Best” Speirs. He’s been great 
to laugh with, but most of all at. He’s one 
liners have never ceased to get a laugh out 
of us. Who could forget “as long as we all 
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get fed boys”, to “take away’s shut at 12 
boys, better get some and party in the 
park” 
But, as much as we “love” Alex, some 
space should definitely be given to the 
antics of Iwen and the various relationships 
he’s had with teachers over the years. Who 
could forget the time when Iwen was dared 
to pour water on Mr Fraser’s head. It was 
funny at the time, but I guess the laughter 
ceased when most of us found ourselves up 
at Moxhams office, being pinned for 
encouragement. And who could forget Ms 
Moxham’s reason for suspending Iwen: “he 

could have drowned!” But that’s not all 
Iwen has been good for. Remember that 
time when he was dared to hug Mr Lucas… 
cost the group $15! That’s $3/sec. Sorry Mr 
Lucas, we didn’t mean to give you such a 
scare… but hey, Iwen liked it (Iwen: no I 
didn’t), and he got paid! Sounded like a 
pretty good deal at the time… who could 
blame him!  
 
Well, we thought it best to fill up a little 
more space so now its time for us to give 

everyone their final quote. The group has 
changed, and over the years people have 
left (regretfully and not so regretfully). Up 
at the quad or on the field, you will find us: 
   
Aniket “Got to get my named signed off” 
Mulherkar 
Varun “Primitive hairy man” Sahni  
Iwen “She’s not that young!” Chen  
Viktor “I’m a sexy beast” Tanevski  
Simon “Free stuff… where!” Sheikh  
David “I found a new way to hack in” 
Schaverien  
David “Nah ill be right....dont count on it” 
Kwok 
Jono “ I took Telstra to court and won” 
Hardgraves,  
Alex  “There is no way you’re better than 
me” Speirs.  
 
So that’s it. Much to remember, and much 
much more to forget!  
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teachers 
An Interview with Mr Tippett 

 
Why do you hate cats so much? 
Because they defecate in your garden 
 
What would you be doing if you weren’t a teacher? 
A lumberjack 
 

To wear high heels, suspenders and a bra and hang around in bars 
I want to be a girly just like my dear papa 

 
What do you think Kathy will be when she grows up? 
Her mother 
 
Describe yourself in three words 
Charming, sophisticated, modest 
 
If Enoch were an alien, what would he look like? Please draw. 
 
What is your favourite memory of us? 
Kevin’s jokes, and Minbo’s cake (I’m still waiting) 
 
Famous for… sophisticated Japanese game shows 
 
 
An Interview with Mr Mulligan 
 
He’s the man you go to when you need to beg for early leave or history lessons. But how much do you 
really know about the seemingly benign and smiling Mr Mulligan. In this interview Eileen Xie and Jane 
Fan find out more… (with Jensyn Luc watching on) 
 
EX: What’s your full name and age? 
Mr M: Anthony Steven Mulligan. By the time it gets printed I’d be 50. 
 
EX: What are you most afraid off? Any teachers…?  
Mr M: Yes… I suppose like lots of people, failing because everybody likes to succeed. 
 
EX: What’s your worst habit? 
Mr M: Being too fastidious. 
 
EX: What music do you listen to? 
Mr M: 60’s, 70’s rock n’ roll 
 
EX: What’s your favourite Harry Potter character? 
Mr M: Fluffy! 
 
EX: What’s your favourite sports team or person? 
Mr M: If would have to be Manly Rugby League team. 
JL: They suck…they’re last on the ladder. 
Mr M: <pointing to her jersey> You’re wearing their colours! 
 
EX: If you weren’t a teacher what would you be? 
Mr M: Well once upon a team I would have said a lawyer but they’re usually grasping, conniving low-lives 
so I wouldn’t be that. A successful novelist, the emphasis on the successful…I’d write about a 
combination of historical novel and general novels, the human condition I suppose 
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EX: What is the most gruesome thing you have done to your sibling or your sibling has done to you. 
Mr M: You mean my brothers…I’ve only got one brother. Oh, just fighting I guess. 
 
EX: What’s your favourite alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink? 
Mr M: Red wine and Pepsi max 
 
EX: What’s the stupidest thing you’ve done when you’re drunk? 
Mr M: Oh well, on a slightly serious side, drive…which, I know better now, but in the 70’s when I just 
started to drive, I drove when I shouldn’t have. But on a lighter side, try to do athletic things, run around, 
jumping, falling over a lot. 
 
EX: If you could have lunch with one famous person who would it be? 
Dead or alive… out of any of them, Tiberius because I’d really like to know what he was like… umm and 
probably Anthony Hopkins. 
 
EX: Can you dance? 
Mr M: Umm…you need to qualify that; like rock n’ roll, jumping around on the ground kind of thing or 
ballroom dancing?  
E.X. Both 
Mr M: Ballroom dancing, no; rock n’ roll, sure 
 
EX: If you had a tortoise what would you name it? 
Mr M: Speedy. 
 
E.X. Who’s the most interesting student in Year 12? 
Mr M: Well they’re all interesting in their own way  
JF: Being diplomatic…you have to pick one! 
Mr M: I think she means victimise one <laughter>…umm…Kate Turner because I just can’t understand 
how she can like maths so much, and want to be a maths teacher. 
 
EX: What part of the body would you get plastic surgery? 
Mr M: I wouldn’t get it at all, because I don’t believe in that…except if you had a bad accident or 
something and you needed plastic surgery to help you then that would be fair enough 
 
EX: What’s the funniest thing a fellow staff member has ever done? 
Mr M: I forget these things really easily  
JL: yeah right  
Mr M: seriously, I’m not actually trying to dodge the question 
 
EX: Do you have any addictions? 
Mr M: If you class addictions as something that you can’t give up, then no not really, but if you class as 
something that you do that might be frowned upon then yes. 
JF: Like…? 
Mr M: Oh, just things like smoking the occasional cigar 
 
EX: If you could do one thing before you die, what would it be? 
Mr M: Travel extensively through Europe, and I mean extensively 
 
EX: How would you commit suicide? 
Well, if I was to do it, it would have to be in some way that was painless and had the least possible effect 
on whoever might find me. I mean you know jumping off a cliff and your body’s all mangled and 
splattered and I mean it would be very nice for the people who have to clean it up, or if you hang 
yourself or something… 
EX: Bury yourself <laughter> 
Mr M: Yeah bury myself alive…but then no one would know I committed suicide. 
 
EX: Where would you like to retire? 
Mr M: Capri 
JF: Ah…Tiberius. 
 
EX: What’s your favourite childhood memory? 
Mr M: Friends at school…just hanging around 
 
EX: What’s your most embarrassing moment ever? 
The very obvious answer, if there ever was one, do you think I would tell you?…<Yes>…Wrong 
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EX: Fold or scrunch? 
Mr M: <Pause> What’s that?  
EX: Toilet paper 
Mr M: Fold 
 
EX: Where would you prefer to be right now? 
Mr M: The pub 
 
EX: What’s your alcohol tolerance? 
Mr M: Reasonably high 
 
EX: What did you last watch at the cinemas? 
Mr M: It was so long ago…something down at Norton Street. These are the sorts of things I just don’t 
have a very good memory for.  
 
EX: What’s your favourite movie? 
Mr M: Probably no real favourite as in one I’d watch again and again, but some that I really appreciated 
are Zeffereli’s <CHECK> Romeo and Juliet, ummm…Animal House 
 
EX: Did you lie to your children about Santa Claus? 
Mr M: I don’t have any.  
 
EX: How come? You don’t like children? 
 
Mr M: <laughter> It would be pretty silly if I didn’t like children and worked in a school. I don’t know. I 
just don’t have any. 
 
EX: Who would you not like to be left in a room with? 
Mr M: I think I would get into too much trouble if I told you. 
 
EX: What’s your personal motto? 
Mr M: Oh…just do the best you can. 
 
EX: Any advice for the Year 12’s? 
Mr M: Study hard, don’t bludge, and then party hard. 
 
 
Ms Drummond 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr Yalichev 
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An Interview with Ms Trevini 
 
In class we know her as the authoritative Augustus-adoring ancient history teacher, but as Jane Fan and 
Eileen Xie turn the tables around on Ms Trevini, we find out that she has led a somewhat interesting 
life, from harbouring an Italian fetish to dabbling in a bit of exotic dancing. 
  
 

JF: What’s your full name and age? 

Ms T: Oh! I’m not telling you my age! Actually it’s Lyn Margaret Trevini Glover. Glover is the name of my second 
husband, but I don’t use it at work because my daughter wants me to keep her name. 

JF: What’s your greatest fear? 

Ms T: Oh, getting old and dying. 

JF: Hehe. What’s your worst habit? 

Ms T: Biting my fingernails. 

EX: Let’s have a look. 

Ms T: (Gasps and removes her hands from view) No! 

JF: What is your favourite pizza topping? 

Ms T: Oh, Margherita. No sorry! Neopolitana, which is just the tomatoes, the anchovies… 

JF: What’s your favourite sports team? Or sports person? 

Ms T: Oh the Italian soccer team. Francesco Totti. For obvious reasons. (Laughter all around) 

JF: If you weren’t a teacher what would you be? 

Ms T: You know, my daughter asked me this last night, and…look, I love teaching, and I think I’m very lucky to still 
love it after all these years, even though it’s very tiring. However, I would never advise anyone to go into it because 
financially, it’s not rewarding. Oh I think something to do with public relations, I mean that’s what I’m interested in, 
or being a kept woman. 

JF: What’s the dumbest thing you’ve ever done when you were drunk? 

Ms T: Is Ms Moxham going to see your yearbook? Oh she wouldn’t read this. Alright, when we used to have drinks with 
students, many years ago. I was year advisor for a particular year 12 group. Wonderful students, I was very fond of 
them. I remember going to the hotel down the road with other members of the staff and drinking and ending up 
dancing on the tables.  

JF: Dancing on the tables? 

Ms T: Yes. There were photographs. So I think that’s probably…yes. Or perhaps, agreeing to marry my first husband. 
(Laughs) That would be the other dumbest thing. 

JF: How would you commit suicide? 

Ms T: OH! JANE! That is horrific.  

JF: I didn’t write this question. 

Ms T: Who did? 

JF: Danie probably. 

Ms T: What a weird little psycho she is! Oh, I would never kill myself so there’s the answer to that. I never will. 

JF: Did you live on a farm? 

Ms T: I lived in the country, but no, no I lived in the town up the far north coast. But they were all hicks and rednecks 
and so I was desperate to get away. I used to sit on my, um, the front veranda of my house and think I’ve got to get 
out of this small town. And I did. 

JF: What’s your most embarrassing moment ever? 

Ms T: Well…in my youth, probably when I slipped over on a jacaranda flower, you know how the petal…I don’t know if 
you’ve seen jacaranda trees, but the petals go everywhere. And I tripped over and I kind of fell over in front of a 
whole bunch of people. Um, as an adult, I don’t know but this is pretty embarrassing, what I’m doing now. It’s up 
there. 

JF: Who would you say is the most interesting yr 12 student? 

Ms T: Most interesting. Well my whole class is very interesting, but, I don’t know…I think Jian is perhaps a really 
interesting person because he gives nothing of himself away.  

JF: Alright. Silk or cotton? 
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Ms T: Silk. 

JF: Fold or scrunch? 

Ms T: Fold. 

JF: Fold? 

Ms T: Fold what? Do you mean clothes? 

EX: No. Toilet paper. 

Ms T: Oh it’s toilet paper! Yes, yes I do, yes. 

JF: What’s the last film you saw at the cinema? 

Ms T: I haven’t been for ages. I think the quality of cinema recently has been really pathetic and there’s nothing I 
really like. 

EX: Finding Nemo? 

Ms T: No! I don’t like cartoons. Oh yuck! I don’t want to watch a little fish. 

EX: But it’s really good! 

Ms T: Hmm…no, I can’t think of the last film I watched at the cinema. We get DVDs. 

JF: What part of the body would you do plastic surgery on? 

Ms T: I would not have plastic surgery for cosmetic reasons. Um, I’d only do it if I have breast cancer 
or…or…something like that happened. Um, I don’t know, liposuction perhaps. But I wouldn’t do it. My daughter’s 
already talking about doing it.  

JF: Really? 

Ms T: This is how they think, they just think this is something else you buy and you know, you somehow get this 
perfect figure. Oh, they’re awful, the girls at her school. In that kind of vain way.  

JF: What would you pierce besides your ears? 

Ms T: My ears? Well nothing, I hate pain. That took me 30 years before I did that. Um, no nothing. My daughter’s got a 
belly ring, but ah no I’d never do that.  

JF: What’s your personal motto?  

Ms T: Make sure you have a really really good life, and remember that what’s most important to you in life is your 
family and those you love. Don’t lose sight of that in your quest for money. 

 
 

“quotable quotes” 
 
Mr Butt: 
“Hydrogen in the standard potential sheet is like a transvestite/bisexual element, being 
equally attracted to the boys and girls in a nightclub.” 
 
Mr Griffith: 
“Get rid of it before I shove it somewhere unpleasant.” 
 
Mr Millwood: 
“Boofhead!” 
 
Mr Moynham: 
“Raise the potential energy of your stools.” 
 
Ms Ockenden: 
“I’ll only talk for a minute.” (Yeah right!) 
 
Mr Leondios: 
“Yeah, that was invented by the Greeks as well.” 
 
Ms Fluitsma: 
“Build a bridge… and get over it.” 
 
Mr Hagerman: 
“On the planet Pong, a moose is projected through a ring of fire…” 
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An Interview with Year Advisor Mr Brewster 
 
Full Name: Paul Newton Brewster 
Age: just turned 50 in August 
If you were a vegetable, what would you be and why? Potato, because I love chips. I love 
French fries. 
If you could have lunch with one famous person who would it be? Arnold Schwarzaneggar. 
Why? He’s achieved so much and he knows his food. 
What is your favourite sandwich filling? Banana. Why banana? I grew up with banana 
sandwiches. 
What is the most gruesome thing you’ve done to your siblings? Punch them in the face. 
If you were not a teacher what would you be? A builder. Why? Because it’s something tangible, 
you know a building…(hand gesture tall building) 
What is the most unnecessary part of the body? Um…the appendix 
What is your greatest fear? Heights. So what about rollercoasters? Na I’ve been on them even 
though they made me sick. But I’ll never do bungee jumping, parachuting or jumping out of an 
aeroplane. 
Favourite TV show? Malcolm in the Middle. 
Worst habit? Procrastination 
If you could change one thing about yourself what would it be? Age. Everything else is ok just 
my age. 
Who is your most interesting year 12 student? (long pause) I’ll have to think about that one… 
Richard Kennedy… most interesting? (pause) I don’t know 
Who is the weirdest year 12? Weirdest? You mean strangest? Weirdest… Chris Ng 
What is your favourite drink? Scotch and Coke. Mixed? Mixed. Followed by chocolate milk. 
Do you have a high or low alcohol tolerance? High… well… I have a high tolerance but you see, 
I’m sensible, I know when to stop. 
If you could do one thing before you die, what would it be? Take a trip around the world 
If you had a tortoise what would you name it? Speedy 
What is your most embarrassing childhood moment? Nah… can’t tell you that one… Second? 
Um… I don’t know... There must be one… Ok just being a child 
Are you an alcoholic? No, an alcoholic can’t stop 
How would you commit suicide? Sleeping tablets 
Boxers or Briefs? Briefs 
Where would you prefer to be right now? On the beach Which one? Byron Bay 
Fold or Scrunch? Fold 
What type of music do you listen to? Dance, being a dance teacher… modern dance 
What part of the body would you do plastic surgery on? Face. Which part of the face? Whole 
face? I don’t know 
If you could pierce anything what would you pierce? (points to ears) Besides ears? Can’t go 
there 
Which code of footy do you follow? I don’t follow any but if I did it would be Rugby League. 
Favourite food? Beef 
Any addictions? No 
Where would you retire? North coast 
Best childhood memory? Getting a pushbike for my birthday 
Worst? Getting the end of my finger cut off 
Did you have lie to your children about Santa Claus? Not really, no. I just didn’t tell them the 
truth 
Personal Motto? Don’t stress out about everything 
Message to year 12: Don’t take life too seriously, try to enjoy what you have. 
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By Enoch Lau and Anna Lucewicz 
 
the unofficial year 10 report 
 
> the report that you never got to read because it was not deemed serious enough! 
 

After spending ages cogitating over this somewhat daunting 
task (we’re sweating and our hearts are palpitating), our Research and 
Development Task Force has compared and contrasted previous articles 
in back copies of the Fortian to produce a formula for The Perfect Year 
10 Report. The vital ingredients, to be passed on future generations to 
save them from wasting as much time as we have, are to be mixed and 
grounded in the right proportions to produce a tantalising feast: 

 
• Time (preferably at the expense of a maths period) 
• Previous editions of the Fortian magazine (preferably with 

jokes for us to plagiarise) 
• METHOD (see, four years of science have done us some good): 

1. Complain about (or as Mr Millward would like us to do, 
praise) camp food/work/accommodation 

2. Make fun of the fun that you had doing the School 
Certificate 

3. List out the achievements for the year 
4. Conclude with soppy recounts of the memories of the 

year 
 
Now, a demonstration of what we have just described. 
 
Despite Year 10 being described as being a “bludge” – the main 

event of the year being the basic-skills-test-like School Certificate – the 
truth is that Year 10 is pivotal to one’s education. The year is full of 
crucial lessons and personal development, imperative to one’s survival 
as a teenager. 

 
The excursion to Canberra was a fountain of knowledge in itself, 

despite us being held up an hour by someone who got lost (lesson 
learnt: don’t leave home without a deck of cards!). Our visit was 
comprehensive, such as visiting Parliament House (where in the two 
Houses, we saw a captivating room of empty chairs but no politicians – 
thank God for that!), and the new National Museum of Australia. We 
came back of fond memories of the exemplary organisation and student 
behaviour (line inserted by Mr Millward). Lessons learnt: Mr Millward 
does not sleep and yes, he is always outside listening. 

 
Excursions played a major part in keeping the interest of the 

Year 10 population. One of these was the Geography field trip to 
Cronulla, where some of us managed to get lost at Central Station (we 
all agreed that this labyrinth needs a postcode of its own). Learning 
about erosion and coastal features was absolutely engrossing; we also 
practised methods by which you can dry out your drenched shoes. The 
ultimate in scholarly experience, the movie Pearl Harbor, provided us 
with a solid foundation in history, the Japanese language and (ahem…) 
male/female dynamics. 
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Sometimes we even get to use the vast amounts of knowledge 
gained over the year. Our opportunity arose in November, with the 
School Certificate. Here, we used the mystical and intricate methods of 
addition and subtraction to nail the exam. 
 

We can’t ever forget the sporting side of our grade. Alannah 
Schuman’s home cabinet must be overflowing, and so must Wister Wu’s 
and the McGuirk family’s. We can’t imagine how many foils Jess Brooks 
must have gone through, and how many cricket balls our outstanding 
cricket team has lost over the past year. 
 

Message from the Research and Development Task Force: By 
the time you all read this, we’ll be in year 11. So here’s a message for 
year 11, 2002: No matter how badly you feel you’re coping with 
responsibility, actual work etc, don’t envy Year 10 – our seating-
position at assemblies (the perfect combination of a good view, and 
enough camouflage to gossip) far outweighs any amount of homework 
which we must (yes, it’s supposed to be done!) complete. 
 

We hope you’re all satisfied with your SC results.  
 

(N.B. Year 10 2002, we’ll be checking the next Fortian for 
compliance with The Formula) 
 
November 2001 
 
P.S. We miss you, Fabio! (and the disloyal ones who are leaving at the 
end of the year!) 

 
 
 

The Raw Deal 
 

With a heavy clunk, the ticket barrier at Redfern station—separating the relatively safe sanctuary 
of the railway platforms from one of Sydney’s most notorious suburbs—opened up. This part of Redfern is 
particularly known for its unsociable residents; taking this into consideration, my parents had dispensed 
their customary keep-that-bag close-to-you oration earlier that morning. However, the only real challenge 
that presented itself was that you had to gasp an entire lungful of air and run the fifty-metre sprint in 
order to avoid the putrid smell wafting from the station toilets. 

 
This overwhelming nasal experience served as a prelude to the last of day of the engineering 

summer school at the University of Sydney (a.k.a YESS). I had to navigate the horrendous jungles of 
skyscrapers and dense city blocks that make up the university, and as I turned the corner into the 
quadrangle… Wham! I became entangled into the seething mass of bodies that filled the small courtyard. 
The usual chilly silence had been replaced with remarkable loquaciousness, with anticipation rising sky-
high for the all-important Egg-drop Competition. 

 
This competition involved using the mind-boggling range of materials—polystyrene foam, a stingy 

amount of sticky tape, multicoloured cardboard, and something that looked like blue miniature briefs for 
Lilliputians—to deliver The Awe-Inspiring Egg safely from the fifth floor to ground level. We not only had 
to get the egg down without allowing Newton and his Laws of Gravity to stain the floor, but the winner 
would be the team that could deliver The Egg into the judges’ hands in the shortest possible time. It was 
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a pity that it had to be delivered intact; otherwise, I might have succumbed to the tempting though to 
squish it as hard as possible into the hands of the malicious-looking judges. 

 
The race was on. There were three in my team. I was from Sydney, but the other two were from 

out bush. One of them came from Orange, if I can remember correctly, and the other was from Albury-
Wodonga, the town that has a small problem deciding in which state it wants to belong. Spread out across 
the neat grid of tables—there were about eight teams in all scattered around the room—were our 
rudimentary materials. Apparently, good engineers use whatever materials are at hand, but all it showed 
was that the university was rather mean. 

 
People began to scurry like rats in and out of the room, and along the fire staircase to reach the 

drop zone. Industrial espionage was at a level not seen since the Cold War with ‘friends’ coming over to 
chat – with half an eye on our invention. Naturally, of course, my team did likewise. 

 
By this point, at least ten completely different designs had been conceived. My proud contribution 

included the parachute type contraption I made from the blue Lilliputian briefs. Blue and still looking like 
underwear, the basic idea was to attach it to the casing surrounding The Egg with the rubber bands we 
extracted from the fabric – it really was underwear… 

 
However, it was to be outdone by The Capsule. Borne out of material we scavenged from the 

table behind and to the left of us – the people who owned it were outside busy testing their hopeless 
contrivance – it basically was a blue egg carton with twenty centimetre thick walls. Any initial scepticism 
was eliminated after the test runs went as smoothly as the first Apollo missions did. We just hoped that 
we would not replicate the results for the thirteenth of the aforementioned missions. 

 
With only half an hour to go, morning tea break was disastrous. People were eating pieces of 

uncooked egg that had stuck to their hands, along with their biscuits; trembling hands sent cups of lemon-
lime cordial spilling over the balcony – of course, hitting the floor right on target. After mixing with the 
remnants of the Apollo 13s of the Egg-drop Competition, the results truly resembled something 
resembling diarrhoea. 

 
I have never realised the powerful psychological and physiological effects of the magical words 

“Time up!” As it was called out, a pair of scissors could be seen flying across the room, nearly mutilating 
the sensitive privates of a student supervisor. Now, the rules stipulated that the egg had to touch the 
target zone, and then be hand-delivered by someone to one of the judges. I just happened to be that 
person. Yes, I did go to the toilet during morning tea break… 

 
“Number 7!” called the timekeeper. Why did we have to be the first team, the guinea pigs put 

there callously so that the others could feel just that more confident? Straining my neck to the limit, I 
swung my head upwards. I still wonder how the guy from Albury-Wodonga could be so carefree as to walk 
over to the balcony and drop it without looking. Graciously, The Capsule navigated precisely through the 
narrow beams that criss-crossed in its path. These were there, presumably, to hold the building up; it 
seemed more like an obstacle course. As it progressively expanded in my field of vision, I could see 
something else expanding with it. It was the opening in the base of The Capsule, and even though it was 
held firmly together with sticky tape, masking tape and pure luck, the inevitable occurred. 

 

Splat! If I knew that it was going to feel like diarrhoea as well as looking like diarrhoea, then I 
might have let it hit the ground instead. The Egg had failed to miss my hands – undeniably sticky, but 
thankfully not blue. Afterwards, we went through the communal tear-shedding session, a kind of catharsis, 
a purgation of the emotions. As the winning contraption was hoisted into the air amidst raucous applause, 
I saw that there was something on the top of it, held on with rubber bands—it was blue, and looked 
remarkably like underwear. 

 

Those pricks had pinched that off me. 
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A
thletics Carnival 
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Year 11 Camp 
Jenolan Caves 
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Autographs 
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 The Last Word ☺ 

 
Heian scholar, Sugawara no Michizane was sent into exile as governor‐general of Kyushu, and he turned to 
a plum tree in the garden, and wrote: 
 

When the wind blows 
Send me your fragrance 
Plum blossoms 
Even without a master 
Do not forget the spring 

 
 
 
 
 

Old friend of mine,  
we will never lose the time that we,  
shared all these years,  
these years 
  

Killing Heidi – Weir 
 
 
 
 

 



 

An Interview with Mr Bayas 
 

Full Name Teddy Fernando Bayas 

Age 35 

If you were a vegetable, what would you be? Zucchini. Why? 

Because. No… No, no, no… Come on! No, no, no, no, no. By 

definition, I would be a zucchini. Damn. Yep. Remind me to kill 

you later… 

If you could eat lunch with one famous person, who would it 

be and why? Uh… Douglas Adams… what’s the guy who wrote 

The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy? Yeah, it’s Douglas Adams. 

He’s a brilliant writer. He’s fantastic. But why would you want 

to have lunch with him? Because his mind, his mind works on a 

completely different level. I’ll always remember how he 

described a spaceship. And he said that the spaceship hovered 

in the air like a brick doesn’t. I read that about five times, and 

I’m like “what the hell…?” But this guy is interested in 

everything. He’s interested in time travel, space, he’s gone into 

Africa and done books on gorillas an everything. He’s one of 

these people that are almost like a Renaissance man. Knows 

everything. 

If you weren’t a teacher, what would you be? If I wasn’t a 

teacher… I’d be a used car salesman. Why used cars? Because, 

I don’t think I could ever convince anyone to buy a new car. 

What is your greatest fear? Heights. You don’t go on roller 

coasters? No, I do, I’m talking about serious heights. You 

wouldn’t go parachuting. No, I wouldn’t go parachuting. I hate 

flying… I fly but I just don’t like it much. I get really drunk… it’s 

good. Just gives me a good excuse. 

What’s your favourite TV show? My favourite TV… used to be 

The Simpsons, but they’re kinda lame now… um, I’d say that 

Andrew Denton show, Enough Rope. 

Worst habit? Smoking. You smoke? Yeah, well, I don’t smoke 

at school. Haven’t you met Mr Brown? I try not to comment on 

other teachers, especially on record… 

Who is your most interesting Year 12 student? Most 

interesting… they’re all, that’s just this class, and you’re all 

pretty dull… actually, I’ll have to say Danie. Why? Why? 

Because she has this very, very weird notion that if she says, 

“yeah, yeah, I know…” that all of a sudden the problem’s 

disappeared. So I’ll say, “Danie, you gotta do some work.” “Oh 

yeah, no, I know.” Doesn’t mean she starts work, doesn’t mean 

she even attempts to start work, she just KNOWS. 



 

If you could do one thing before you die, what would it be? 

I’d like to go to Antarctica. That’s one place I would like to go. 

Couldn’t give a snuff about anywhere else. Freeze your ass 

off… Well no, I’d rather keep my ass, but… it’s the one place 

that just looks so different to everything else. I’d probably take 

a ship there, you know, and look out the window, yeah. I wasn't 

planning on going camping… 

If you had a tortoise, what would you name it? (long pause) 

Probably “useless”. Useless. That’s what a tortoise is. It is 

useless. “Come here, you useless turtle.” 

Most embarrassing childhood moment: Um, I was um, in 

primary school, and we were jumping over a fence to get into a 

factory, OK, and my legs got caught, on like a hook, like a piece 

of wire, completely ripping my shorts open, and I feel off. So 

there I was, at school, with my shorts hanging up on the wire 

fence, in my undies. How old were you? I dunno, I was about 

10 or something, so I had to climb back up to get my shorts. 

And I basically wore a skirt the rest of the day. 

What’s the most embarrassing moment of your life? See, most 

of my embarrassing moments I don’t remember because I was 

drunk at the time. Don’t people tell you about them the next 

day? Yeah, but I choose not to at the time. Actually, when I 

was about ten, I stole my brother’s car. How old was your 

brother? My eldest brother was about 18, he had like a 

Volkswagen, and I stole my brother’s car, drove it out, and 

actually ran out of brake fluid on this big hill. So there I was, a 

10 year old going down this big hill, and all of a sudden, I had 

no brakes. So, I went down, I couldn’t stop, and I took this big 

corner, and I smashed straight into a truck. The truck 

absolutely killed the car, right, and there’s me, trying to 

explain to my Dad how I smashed up my brother’s car, and after 

he stopped hitting me, my older brothers hit me senseless… 

Fold or scrunch? Let me just say that, 1) I am a folder, and 2) 

anyone that scrunches is in imminent danger. I can see you’re 

all dealing with the big issues in life… 

Where would you like to retire? Noosa. What about Ecuador? 

No! Hell, that’s full of my relatives! 

Best childhood memory? We broke into a factory once. It was 

called Sweet Acres, and it’s actually the factory that used to 

make the Allen’s lollies. We managed to drag a sackful, massive 

sackful of lollies, literally, out of the factory, under the fence 

and get them home… we literally had lollies for about a year. 
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